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of households that shared their neighborhoods—“everyone who lives 
on the street”—they created a community of those entitled to visit one 
another’s houses—“all the people of a certain sort.” Thus the gradual 
melding of social and spatial neighborhoods in the republican city laid 
the ground for new modes of class interaction.

As Manhattan’s land-tenure and labor relations changed dramatically 
in the fifty years following the American Revolution, the institutions of 
domestic property—“modern dwellings” and tenant houses—opened 
new fields of real estate investment that contributed to the closing 
down of earlier institutions of proprietary independence. The process 
of neighborhood formation added a new spatial dimension to the mar
keting of land, housing, and domestic services for profit. The housing 
market rested not simply on the demand for shelter but on demand for

yparticular lands of shelter in particular locations. The definitions of 
these needs in turn rested on cultural perceptions of the meaning of 
new domestic property and labor relations. Having looked at how the 
housing market first formed, we now turn to the question of how it was 
interpreted, and particularly at how the republican rhetorical tradition 
of proprietary independence was transformed into a new vocabulary of 
domestic respectability.

CHAPTER

The Social Meanings 
of Housing, 1800-1840

As THE SOCIAL relations and spatial organization of New York City 
housing changed in the first third of the nineteenth century, so did 
its cultural meanings—the values, beliefs, customs, and rules that 
housing arrangements represented to a larger community. Control over 
a dwelling—a realm rhetorically set apart from the site and activity of 
work—emerged as a new measure of personal independence and re
spectability. In 1816 the New York insurance clerk John Pintard, who-^ 
had once been a wealthy merchant, invoked the language of republican 
simplicity to express this new sensibility. “I hope you will be able to 
get up the Frame of your new tenement,” Pintard wrote his daughter 
Eliza Davidson in New Orleans upon hearing of her femily’s plans to 
build a dwelling. “A Log House is very comfortable and doubly so 
when it is one’s ovm. Better a hut to ones self than to dwell in a palace 
of another. Sweet Independence what a blessing in the cup of^ 
Existence.”  ̂ ^_______     .

Pintard’s yearning for A ^ ’sweet independence” ̂ f  a private dwell
ing stemmed from the frusfrafions~of^is own situation in New York 
City. Pintard had endorsed the notes of the financier William Duer, 
and he lost his mercantile fortune and spent time in debtors’ prison 
when Duer went bankrupt. Pintard later recovered his social status 
and held positions as city clerk and as secretary to various insurance 
companies and benevolent organizations. But unlike many of the prom
inent citizens with whom he did business, Pintard could not afford 
“a hut to ones self.” The trustees of the Mutual Insurance Company 
had repeatedly rejected their sixty-year-old secretary’s request that he, 
his wife, and their younger daughter, Louisa, be allowed to move 
from their “found” quarters above the Wall Street office to a sepa
rate dwelling.*
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Even if he could secure permission, “the excessive high price of 
houses in any favorable street,” Pintard reported to Eliza in 1818, 
“almost makes me despair of being able to purchase one to our liking 
and we must have patience I fear another year. By the following year, 
Pintard’s plaint had grown more poignant: “I had hoped this year to 
have provided a tenement, if not to live, to die in. But buildings are so 
high that nothing like a house in a decent street can be obtained under 
$10,000, a sum almost insuperable for me.” Concluding that he would 
again seek to negotiate “with my Directors to allow me a compensation 
for the house I live in, which I fear will be attended with difficulty,” 
Pintard persisted in his hope of better accommodations for Mama 
and Sister, who are nearly prisoners during the hours of business in 
Wall street.”^

Why did Pintard attach such value to a separate residence in a 
“decent street”? What was the relation between his perception of the 
dwelling as an emblem of personal independence and earlier concepts 
of proprietary independence attached to an integrated house and shop, 
house and office, or house and adjacent store? How had an earlier gen
eration’s ideas about the convenience of a Wall Street location given 
way to Pintard’s feelings of imprisonment? Thinking about the changing 
cultural meanings and uses of housing requires us to look at the histor
ical values associated with an institution the home that many con
temporary Americans take for granted.

Historians have often described the “separation” of workplace and 
home as an automatic part of the process of industrialization in the first 
half of the nineteenth century. According to the conventional interpre
tation, as men found employment in expanding workshops, factories, 
stores, and offices, housing lost its economic function and became a 
“sphere” set apart from productive relations. All too often historians 

•A  representation of “the home”—and particularly of women’s activities 
within it—have assumed a universality of experience and meaning that 

^ ffers  no way to think concretely about how housing relations changed,
I how new housing needs or desires were socially defined, and how the 
I home’s” new economic and cultural meanings were themselves histori- 
I cally constructed."*
^  “Modern dwellings” and tenant houses were still new institutions in 

the early nineteenth century, and New Yorkers situated, valued, and 
interpreted them with reference to other social institutions, ranging 
fi-om the labor and marriage markets to religion and politics. How did 
different ways of organizing housing to serve different material needs 
shape New Yorkers’ understandings of shared or divided social goals? 
What place did housing occupy in explanations of city residents
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powers, interests, and obligations in relation to one another? Why did 
“the home” come to figure so prominently in some New Yorkers dis
cussions of personal aspirations and social order, and what did housing 
mean to those New Yorkers who left no record of their home lives? 

Before we explore these questions, it is perhaps necessary to reiter- 
^  ate the ways in which housing and home life remained immersed in 

’ C  /“economic relations. For not the least problem with conventional inter- 
pretations of the “industrialization” of nineteenth-century cities is the 

\ tendency to treat housing as a derivative cultural “sphere” or arena of 
I “consumption” that merely reflected rather than helped construct the 
I new material social relations of capitalist society.

'  Far from being “removed” from the marketplace, the home stood at
the heart of new property and labor relations. As Chapter 3 suggested, 

/propertied New Yorkers’ simultaneous investment in commercial and 
domestic property structured the city’s real estate market, raised the 
price of independent proprietorship, and undermined the economic vi
ability of the traditional house and shop vdth its integrated household 
labor force. High rents kept thousands of wage-earning households in 

^  I permanent tenancy and generated investment capital for the city s mer- 
4 I  \ chants and entrepreneurs. As rent revenues flowed from tenant house- 

X:> ^  ^ o l d s  into landlords’ more comfortable budgets, the resulting housing 
relations established new conditions of competition, opportunity, and 
vulnerability within the real estate market and altered domestic work
ing conditions for both groups.

The home—whether within a dwelling or a tenant house remained 
a workplace; housework was still an essential part of securing and 
maintaining a livelihood. At one end of the economy, the historian 
Jeanne Boydston argues, employers implicitly calculated the economic 
value of housework when they set the “living wage”: cash income and 
the value of women’s unpaid domestic labor determined the level of a 
household’s subsistence. Deteriorating working conditions within ten
ant houses devalued the wage and devalued women’s unpaid contribu
tion by increasing their work load. At the other end of the social scale, 
within a housing market organized to accommodate and display new 
concepts of respectability, property values rested in part on the labor 
of m a i n t a i n i n g  or embellishing dwellings. If her merchant husband suc
ceeded in his “just and natural” desire to purchase a dwelling, Pintard 
informed his daughter, “then indeed it will look like indep[end]ence & 
you will not bestow your care & labor on other people s property.

Beyond determining the conditions of labor necessary to maintain 
both family and property, the houses of both rich and poor New York
ers continued to shelter paid labor. The creation and maintenance of
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dwellings expanded domestic service as a major field of waged employ
ment and established a new arena of labor conflict. 'The prevalence of 
boarding preserved the cash nexus within thousands of homes. And 
through the outwork system, shoemakers and needleworkers paid em
ployers’ overhead costs in their own housing rents. Like the conditions 
of unpaid family work, these “productive” labor relations within and 
between New York’s houses molded new understandings of the power 
and value of domestic property as a labor institution.

In some respects, it is not surprising that social historians so seldom' 
analyze these economic relations of housing and home life, for despite 
lively discussions of high rents, greedy landlords, spendthrift wives, 
idle servants, starving needleworkers, immoral boardinghouses, and 
diseased neighborhoods, antebellum New Yorkers themselves seldom 
directly confronted the question of what these housing issues had to do 
with the larger structures of social power. Rather, in newspapers, let
ters, novels, diaries, advice manuals, and city ordinances. New Yorkers 
presented housing conditions as manifestations of individual or collec-\ 
five morality and maturity.

The nineteenth-century language of housing came to rest on polar
ized categories—home and workplace, private and public, respectable 
and immoral, necessity and luxury—that sought to define and fix the 
cultural value of one of the city’s most unstable and tension-worn social 
institutions. By defining what home life should and should not be, 
these categories offered a way of classifying and judging people, behav
ior, and spaces without reference to either social practice or the con
ditions of social power. All New York houses sheltered work; most were 
no less public than other institutions—churches, saloons—that accom
modated a constant (if sometimes selective) social traffic; and the costs 
of maintaining a respectable home life encouraged entrepreneurial 
strategies that surely seemed immoral to their victims. Other concepts 
incorporated in the cultural definition of a proper “home life”—includ
ing a “mature ” male provider and a “virtuous” female caretaker—were 
themselves the products of historical debates. Yet,(precisely because 
rhetorical oppositions deny qualifications and contractions, they offer 
a powerful means of affirming shared cultural values in the face of un
certainties and repeated challenges7\Indeed, so effective was the lan
guage of housing in classifying andprescribing social attributes while 
denying social conflicts that by the mid-nineteenth century its vocabu
lary had become a mainstay of the bourgeois language of both class and 
gender.®

In order to understand how these categories assumed their social 
meanings and cultural authority we must think about the historical

7-
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process and occasion of their construction. Some concepts of what 
housing represented (for example, Pintard’s invocation of sweet inde
pendence”) drew on and recast earlier housing values and practices; 
others (Pintard’s concern with a “favorable street”) emerged in relation 
to New York’s new and multiple housing forms and uses. Unfortu
nately, a twentieth-century social historian writing about the cultural 
meanings of housing inherits the social distances of the past in the 
lands of sources that survive. Thus, whereas the city’s most prominent 
citizens left records that tell us something about how they valued their 
own home lives and judged those of others, evidence of how the city’s 
middling ranks and especially its laboring people interpreted housing 
is more fragmentary. It is perhaps a measure of the cultural power of 
the propertied classes that their definitions of housing’s cultural mean
ing dominated nineteenth-century language and texts; on the other 
hand, it may have been the tenacity of wage-earning tenants’ alterna
tive practices and values that pushed respectable New Yorkers to ex
pend so much energy in asserting the universal moral validity and 
social utility of their own experience and aspirations.

The Value of Independent Housekeeping

By the second decade of the nineteenth century. New York’s most 
successful merchants, entrepreneurs, lawyers, and doctors allocated a 
significant portion of their prosperity to the acquisition of housing 
amenities. Self-defined “respectable” New Yorkers had created a new 
market for “modern dwellings” in new locations. Controlling neighbor
hood land use through restrictive covenants, siting, and architecture, 
the wealthiest developers and homeowners sought to ensure dwellings 
against the social encroachments that they had encountered in lower 
Manhattan. Economic and cultural motives went hand in hand: that the 
project of reorganizing the city’s social geography to accommodate new 
domestic values should also enhance land values seemed proof of the 
soundness of both.

The process of constructing new standards of domestic respectability, 
however, involved more than new real estate investment opportunities. 
The formation of a market for dwellings required widespread recogni
tion and acceptance of the cultural value—indeed, the necessity—of 
new arrangements for specifically domestic convenience or comfort. 
What exactly did domestic respectability represent and entail? As new 
standards of “independent housekeeping” emerged, what happened to 
housing’s earlier cultural identity as a workplace?
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Prosperous New Yorkers’ increasing capital investment in domestic 
construction, and particularly in utilities and equipment, dramatically 
improved the physical conditions of housework. Private cisterns and 
pumps guaranteed clean water and eased the work of water hauling; 
the development of first wood-burning and then coal-burning stoves 
and furnaces made household heating more efficient and cooking less 
dangerous. Set-back dwellings screened the dust of the streets, and 
more important, the ventilation, sanitation, and light of substantial 
town houses contributed to their healthiness and reduced the intense 
labor of nursing the sick. In the 1830s and 1840s, gas lighting, early 
plumbing, and central heating further distinguished new dwellings 
from the town houses of an earlier generation.^

Women, who assumed primary responsibility for the production of 
household services, were the immediate beneficiaries of these im
provements. Indeed, the rising investment in domestic establishments 
marked new terms of negotiation between husbands and wives over the 
allocation of family financial resources. Wealthy wives contributed di
rectly to those resources through dowries and legacies, which included 
household equipment and furnishings as well as cash and, less com
monly, land. Propertied wives also brought to their marriages social 
and family connections that opened channels of credit and business co
operation. Such contributions had long established husbands’ obliga
tions of reciprocity, but the balance of marital exchange appears to have 
shifted in favor of propertied wives in the early nineteenth century. 
New York women who transferred Knickerbocker wealth and local con
tacts through marriage to migrating Yankee merchants provided the 
starting-up capital for many a successful port enterprise. Although they 
were clearly not the only beneficiaries of housing amenities, these 
prosperous wives claimed new cultural authority in collecting their re
turn in the improved working conditions of dwellings.®

For John Pintard, a city-born descendant of French Huguenots who 
married into the well-to-do Brasher family, the obligation of being a 
provider was weighted with the guilt of becoming in effect a family 
debtor. In losing his own and his wife’s fortune and making Elizabeth 
Brasher Pintard a “prisoner” of their Wall Street quarters, Pintard felt 
he had failed as a husband as well as a banker. And when he failed in 
negotiations with his employers, Elizabeth Pintard herself (“with her 
usual masculine resolution”) intervened to confront the insurance com
pany’s directors and demand that they give her husband an increase in 
pay (in place of “found” housing) and permit the family to move. In all 
likelihood Elizabeth represented herself to the directors more as a 
Brasher than as a Pintard.®
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Family name, property, and social connections were not the only 
bargaining chips that wives could use to define and claim new stan
dards of “independent housekeeping.” Negotiations over family invest
ment in dwellings as domestic work sites went hand in hand with the 
restructuring of household labor relations. The abolition of slavery and 
the demise of found labor transformed the cultural meaning of hous
ing’s “private economical relations” and required families to reposition 
themselves in relation to the free labor market. Even such families as 
the Pintards, who could not afford improved dwellings, could claim the 
essential housing credentials of family respectability and independence 
by hiring servants.

The eighteenth-century definition of a family’s (and a wife’s) indepen
dent social position had rested on the hierarchical organization and in
tegration of trade and domestic labor. In the most successful colonial 
merchant and artisan households, wives had supervised slaves, who 
undertook the heavy labor that made houses habitable. Even before 
the passage of New York’s gradual manumission law in 1 7 9 9 , as the 
price of slaves increased and antislavery sentiment grew, prominent 
families had begun to hire free servants (as well as slaves) to perform 
domestic work. Within middling artisan households, daughters had 
worked alongside young white women servants, who frequently came 
from neighboring or rural households of comparable social status. For 
daughters and servants who expected to become artisans wives (and 
indeed were regarded as “apprentices”), such employment marked a 
life-cycle rather than a class position. But as both the fixed status of 
slavery and the interchangeability of hired “help” and family labor gave 
way to a free labor market, social hierarchies based on sex, age, and 
race incorporated new distinctions of wage status.

With the rise of a specifically female labor market, some New York
ers began to redefine the status of wives dependency with reference to 
the emerging conditions of wage dependency. Identifying women’s 
moral character with their social and economic position, republican 

/  rhetoric celebrated the virtues of the skillful and dutiful wife as a man
ager of domestic economy and even invoked marital unity as a model of 
civic cooperation. By contrast, the waged domestic worker was scorned

___ as an abjectly dependent figure who lacked the capacity for virtue.
Thus, when Tom Paine sought to insult his landlord, the blacksmith 
William Carver, he charged that Mrs. Carver’s character “was no bet
ter than that of a servant”; and in 1801, journeymen shoemakers com
plained that master tanners who required that a journeyman get a 
regular discharge in writing from the Bause he had worked for last
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placed him “on the same footing with a hired negro wench, that must 
get a recommendation before she can get a place.”*̂

European travelers invariably commented on the contempt with 
which Americans viewed domestic service, which was popularly associ
ated with slavery on the one hand and with the privileges of an unnat
ural aristocracy on the other. Fueled by mysogynist as well as racist 
attitudes, daily gestures of contempt enacted ideological aversions to 
the conditions of waged dependency which domestic service embod
ied. Women engaged in the coarse work of hauling water and firewood, 
throwing out waste and garbage, and washing clothes over open fires 
were exposed to abusive insults in a culture of republican simplicity 
which imagined female virtue to consist of modest, clean, and “natu
rally ” deferential decorum and attire.

For an independent citizen to require a mother, wife, daughter, or 
sister to do heavy and exposed domestic labor associated with slavery 
or “hiring” was to place her outside his own class, implicitly contradict
ing his own claims to independence as measured by his obligations as a 
provider. Hiring domestic labor, on the other hand, placed women in a 
social position comparable to that of the entrepreneurial fathers and 
husbands who were assuming new social authority as members of an 
employing class. The realization of women’s familial identity as repub
lican wives and mothers further depended on securing their household 
positions as employers: how could a woman whose own laboring condi
tion contradicted the virtuous qualities of personal independence re
tain the respect of her husband and children? 'The presence of 
servants, then, was essential to maintaining the new values of domestic 
respectability, which were defined in opposition to the “promiscuous” 
and dependent conditions of female wage labor. And whereas waged 
servants performed “work,” the wives and daughters who supervised or 
worked alongside them performed “duties.”^̂

In the period 1800-1850, as a new residential geography emerged in 
New York, domestic labor remained the city’s single largest field of em
ployment. As such, it helped shape propertied New Yorkers’ cultural 
perceptions and interpretations of the necessary ingredients of respect
ability and their relation to a new class of wage workers.

The harsh conditions of waged domestic work, as well as the volatile 
and often antagonistic relations of domestic employers and employees, 
contradict images of the home as a tranquil realm set apart from the 
labor market. Servants were on call twenty-four hours a day; they did 
the dirtiest and heaviest tasks of housework; their wages were among 
the lowest in the city; they could not freely socialize outside their
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employer’s house. But as waged workers, servants also asserted their 
own interests. At one extreme, employers confronted outright rebel
lion, as when Elizabeth Bleecker’s “negro girl” deliberately set fire to 
their attic. At the other, householders faced the chronic “servant prob
lem” of labor turnover.

In 1818 and 1819, John Pintard expressed one employer’s anger at 
workers who took full advantage of their “freedom” within the labor 
market. Acknowledging “how much ones existence depends on domes
tics,” Pintard wrote his daughter Eliza that he was “distressed beyond 
description by unfaithful, ungrateful” servants. It was “vexatious in the 
extreme” when Sophia left “without notice or reason . . . just when she 
had become acquainted with our habits, ” leaving only the “tolerably 
handy but heedless” fourteen-year-old Susan, who had been brought 
from New Jersey at $2 a month and found. In the absence of servants, 
Pintard’s wife and younger daughter, Louisa, had “performed every 
drudgery above stairs,” while he himself “had to make office, kitchen 
and parlor fires, hang on the tea kettles, bring up all the wood and 
coals, sweep the entries etc.” Four months later he complained of So
phia’s successors that “life has been embittered and I have felt more 
like a boarder than a member of a family, afraid to give exception [or] 
even ordinary commands, not knowing but that at midnight we might 
have been robbed and deserted by the worthless trollopes.”*®

In Pintard’s view, given labor market competition and aggressive em
ployment agencies that “decoyed” away good servants, his problem was 
one of market position: “Our abode is not very favorable to make do
mestics contented, being attended with many inconveniences in conse
quence of the office, wh[ich] supports me.” Although it would require 
exaggeration to argue that New Yorkers invested in new dwellings in 
order to keep domestics “contented, ” servants were essential to a re
spectable household’s operation; and Pintard, for one, believed that 
servants carefully calculated their own interests in securing the best 
working conditions available. The prominence of “servants’ rooms” in 
advertisements for new dwellings suggests more than the clear demar
cation of status within households. Such separate quarters offered both 
employers and workers the option of spatial retreat within the battle
ground of the home.
£ jh e  historical use of slave and indentured labor for household main

tenance, the interchangeability of domestic work with free female 
“family labor,” and reliance on youtl^stablished the field’s low wage 
scales. Excluded from skilled crafts, Afro-Americans (including men 
who worked as house porters, cooks, waiters, and butlers) constituted 
one core of the early-nineteenth-century waged domestic labor force.

The Social Meanings of Housing, 1800-1840 1 1 9

The city’s prominent families pointed to the history of slavery to assert 
that Afro-Americans’ dependent and servile “nature” made them espe
cially good servants ; in light of this logic. New Yorkers were all the 
more mistrustful and contemptuous of white women who crossed the 
color line of republican independence to work as servants. Although 
black domestic workers were paid less than whites, they sometimes 
could turn such prejudices to their own advantage in order to secure 
work in dwellings that contained new utilities and wealthy employers’ 
ample leavings of food and clothing. Indeed, one ongoing source of 
tension between the city’s white and black laborers was the white 
workers’ perceptions of the “patronage” that blacks received from elite 
(generally Federalist and/or former slaveholding) families.

Knowing their own value,” some black domestic workers (who were 
more likely to be married or have children than white servants) further 
negotiated employers’ control over their time and personal lives. Pin
tard’s servant Hannah, for example, clearly mastered her employer’s 
prejudices and won the concession of keeping her infant children with 
her until she decided to leave his household to join her recently eman
cipated husband. “Destitute of servants and dreading the constant 
change of unprincipled, unqualified and thieving white women,” Pin
tard sought out another Afro-American servant, Tamar, who had left 
the family after eight years of employment. Tamar “at length” agreed 
to return on the condition that the Pinjards also hire her daughter 
Nancy. Even then, Pintard felt he had lost the battle to discipline wage 
labor within the family circle. Nothing but Tamar’s “integrity and care 
of the House in case of our absence,” he had reported after her first 
departure, c[oul]d have suffered me to endure and put up with her 
violent temper.”*®

Pintard was perhaps exceptionally vicious in his constant representa
tion of servants as worthless trollopes,” unprincipled thieves, and ^  
insect vexations. In other households, older customs of paternalism 

and deference may have absorbed some of theH:ensions between em
ployers and servants. Yet such characterizations carried larger social 
implications. Prompted no doubt in part by rage at women who could 
not be disciplined, employers also impugned the morality of men who 
“permitted” their daughters or sisters to enter domestic service. That 
New Yorkers had to rely heavily on the countryside as well as on the 
city’s Afro-American and immigrant (especially Irish) population for its 
domestic labor pool suggests that both women and men of native-born 
white mechanic families viewed the domestic employment of daughters 
as demeaning to themselves. Such a judgment in turn reinforced cul
tural cleavages within the city’s working classes.*®
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Domestic labor relations had other implications for New Yorkers’ 
perceptions and interpretations of social relations in a free market 
economy. ^  erasing housing’s cultural identity as a workplace and re
placing it with the “home,” respectable New Yorkers could preserve 
wives’ and daughters’ independent status and at the same time reassert 
women’s ongoing obligations to perform domestic work as family 

/  duties.” Housing’s definition as a cultural rather than an economic in- 
stitution in turn shaped explanations of the antagonisms between em
ployers and workers. Rather than address issues of the value of 
domestic lator—including pay and hours—employers framed the 

. . “servant problem” as one of morality and discipline. Thus, for example,
/  Pintard joined a “society for improving the character and usefulness of 

domestic servants,” which in 1826 offered a prize for the best tract on 
servants’ “moral and religious duty. “

Domestic employers’ angry preoccupation with “the moral condition 
of a class found in the bosom of every family; of fellow creatures here
tofore totally neglected and with whom . . . daily and hourly comforts 
are identified,” revealed both their essential dependence on waged 
workers to preserve the conditions of their own self-respect and a 
new psychology of class relations. Like all strategies of blaming the vic
tim, attacks on servants as trollopes, thieves, and idlers established 
employers’ distance and directed attention away from their own moral 
accountability for exploitive labor conditions within the bosom of 
every family.”®̂

The “moral condition of a class” (primarily of women) became a ta- 
miliar refrain in antebellum discussions of social relations, and although 
this class language also drew on evangelical discourse, its terms were 
rehearsed daily in respectable New Yorkers’ homes. Republican rheto
ric in the early nineteenth century paid tribute to the “manliness’ of 
virtuous mechanics’ industry and skills. Despite common law sanctions 
against trade unions, journeymen could draw on this regard for craft 
(and white male) independence to assert the legitimacy of their claims 
against employers. In contrast, repeated characterization of servants as 
immoral and ungrateful distinguished them as a wage-earning class 
both from their employers and from the industrious “productive 
classes.” The same accusatory language with which Pintard labeled and 
confronted his servants reappeared in the 1820s and 1830s in discus
sions of poverty as the consequence of personal failings of character. 

/In d eed , reformers’ roster of the “undeserving poor”—blacks, prosti- 
s j  tutes, and idle vagrants—mirrored employers’ descriptions of the do

mestic labor pool. Although white journeymen showed little interest in 
aligning themselves with black or female wage workers, by the 1 8 5 0 s
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they too found themselves subject to moral classifications that dis
counted their economic needs and interests.

The cultural codes of independent housekeeping classified house
holders as well as workers, but the terms were far less stable. The 
respectability of the wealthiest New Yorkers, as of the independent ar
tisans of the eighteenth century, rested on the bedrock of property and 
a dependent labor force—a dwelling and servants. But secure control 
over these resources was as exceptional in early-nineteenth-century 
New York as housing arrangements were diverse. Many New Yorkers 
could readily produce other evidence of their claim to social respect— 
family or firm name, craft skill, religious affiliation, proper dress and 
manners. But few could afford a private house; and many could not 
afford to hire servants. Thus New Yorkers either selectively conformed 
to cultural prescriptions (often explaining their position with reference 
to age or life-cycle conditions) or drew on earlier cultural understand
ings of the meaning and value of independent housekeeping to assert 
alternative standards of judgment.

The employment of servants was by no means limited to New York’s 
elite households. By 1855, in a city of nearly 43,000 “houses,” 32,000 
women worked as dom estics.A m ong modestly “independent” artisan 
or professional households that shared a house with one or two other 
families, the ability to hire (or share) a servant could signal recognition 
of the new code of domestic respectability. And possibly the need to 
spare wives certain kinds of “humiliating labor” entered into under
standings of “comfortable subsistence,” the artisan term that came to 
replace proprietary “independence” (which implied a master’s control 
over an integrated house and shop). But many nonelite households 
that hired servants also took in boarders, and boarding captured the 
ambiguities of New Yorkers’ cultural definition of housing as workplace 
and home.

For most boarders, boarding represented a temporary “home,” that 
is, a place culturally defined in opposition to a place of paid work as 
well as to “independent housekeeping.” Although the vast majority of 
boarders were male wage earners who had no other means of securing 
domestic services, European visitors expressed surprise that many 
newly married “respectable” New York couples also chose to board 
rather than to set up housekeeping. When hiring domestics could add 
from $50 to $100 annually to already high rents, boarding offered a 
practical economy to couples whose incomes did not match their cul
tural expectations for maintaining a wife’s social position. Elite New 
Yorkers regarded such a strategy as appropriate only for young couples; 
the Pintards, for example, consciously rejected boarding as a means of
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escaping their Wall Street “prison.” But the life-cycle stratep^ of cou
ples who boarded also contrasted with that of young married mechan
ics such as the nailmaker Grant Thornburn, who pursued the 
republican virtue of personal independence by renting domestic quar
ters and substituting a wife’s labor for that of a landlady.

By the 1840s, the physian-reformer John Griscom .urged the con
struction industry to introduce new housing utilities in order to spare 
such modest households what he regarded as the necessity oi hiring 
domestic labor.fMany highly respectable, but poor persons, now feel 
obliged to s p e n ^  considerable portion of their small incomes in pay
ing the wages, board, and for lodging rooms, of servants, he reported, 
“but if houses had water-pipes and drain pipes so that there should be 
no need of going into the streets to perform the m ort^ ing  duty ot 
carrying water and emptying refuse, these persons would prefer to do 
their domestic work themselves.” Griscom suggested that hiring ser
vants came at the expense of “wholesome food, better rooms, better 
education for their children, and other things needful for their happi
ness”; and he lamented the fate of women of poorer families who are 
compelled to appear in the streets under these mortifying circum
stances, and in consequence, however wrong it may be, sometimes lose 
acquaintances whom they value, and sometimes even their own self-
respect and courage.”®'n r j  u

It is difficult to know whether these women themselves found such
heavy domestic labor “mortifying” or simply exhausting. Tliere re
mained alternative understandings of housings cultural value as a 
workplace and home. For many mechanic families (including those 
headed by women), the conditions of housekeeping represented less an 
issue of maintaining valuable acquaintances than of securing the eco
nomic value of household labor. Whether or not the family hired ser
vants, New York’s wives, daughters, and widows expected to contribute 
to their households by domestic work that included a range of cash- 
generating and cash-saving activities. Only “with care and frugality 
within a well-managed domestic economy could a young mechanic get 
ahead, the traveler Isaac Holmes reported in 1823. Skilled journeymen 
might “save a considerable part of their earnings,” he noted, and do 
well, particularly if he have a wife and children who are capable ot 
contributing, not merely to the consuming but to the earning also of 
the common stock.” Mechanics’ wives who were spared heavy domestic 
labor by the hiring of servants could more readily contribute other 
skills to the household economy. The more boarders a household ac
commodated, for example, the more likely women were to have the 
assistance of hired servants, particularly young girls.
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The wage-earning family’s goal of maintaining the wife’s position as a 
helpmate contrasted with propertied New Yorkers’ concern to establish 
the wife as a member of an “independent” employing class and with 
“highly respectable but poor” New Yorkers’ need to preserve the ac
quaintances they valued. And the bargaining power that women de
rived from the labor of keeping boarders differed significantly from 
that of women who brought property or social connections to a mar
riage. A mechanic’s wife’s contribution to family resources might 
increase savings, provide security against a slow season or unemploy
ment, and even offer the means to acquire household furnishings and 
equipment. But such labor could establish few claims on the deploy
ment of capital—investment in new housing utilities—to improve do
mestic working conditions and “save labor. ”

To a large extent wage-earning tenant households from 1800 to 1840 
did not share in the material improvements that distinguished the 
“new modern dwelling” as a domestic workplace. Tenant quarters sub
divided out of an earlier generation’s artisan houses seemed inter
changeable in their lack of space (although their occupants no doubt 
valued specific qualities and details of construction, siting, and level of 
repair, which varied with the quality and age of the building). Rear 
houses and courts further eliminated the yard as an extension of house
hold work space, and close quarters did not offer the healthful ameni
ties of light and air. Female working-class tenants (including 
boardinghouse servants) generally performed household labor without 
a pump, facilities for the storage of food and fuel, or improved kitchen 
equipment, and later without plumbing, a central heating system, or 
gas lighting. The most important change in tenant house utilities came 
in the 1830s, when coal burners replaced hearths and wood-burning 
stoves; this change, necessitated by the spiraling price of firewood, also 
increased fumes and dust.®^

Despite mechanics’ recognition of housekeeping’s value to the fam
ily’s comfortable subsistence, by the third decade of the nineteenth 
century, housing conditions for wage-earning families in and of them
selves devalued unpaid domestic labor. That is to say, women in tenant 
houses were able to realize less for their labor in household savings, 
family health, and domestic comfort than propertied women in dwell
ings or artisans’ wives in shared houses.*®

Few sources survive to tell us how wage-earning New Yorkers re
garded the changing conditions of housekeeping. New York’s early la
bor movement focused on chmiging craft working conditions—on 
training, hours, work rules, and wages. Although early labor newspa
pers readily affirmed the value and virtue of home life, they seldom
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directly discussed the physical conditions or relations of unpaid house
work. Occasionally New York’s striking journeymen presented house
hold budgets to demonstrate to the public the justice of their wage 
demands. Or, as in the 1830s, they suggested their domestic vulnera
bility and denounced employers who cut wages “in the middle of an 
inclement and unusually tedious winter, when provisions, fuel, and ev
ery domestic requisite, rose to an unprecedented price hitherto un
known in the city of New York, and rents not only already high, but 
rising the coming year to an average of 20 percent!”*®

It was in the context of addressing the dangers of competition from 
women operatives and outworkers in the needle and shoe trades as 
well as in cloth manufecturing—“̂the systepi of Female Labor”—that 
workingmen most strongly expressed concerns about changing domes
tic relations. In the face of “ruinous competition” from female opera
tives, “the parent or the husband, or the brother is deprived of a 
sufficient subsistence to support himself and family . . .  in decency 
and [keep] his wife or relative at home to perform the duties of the 
household.” In a sense, unionists charged “speculators and monopo
lists” with appropriating not only the value of their own labor but also 
their proprietary interest in their wives’ and daughters’ domestic labor. 
Indirectly criticizing employers’ wives by addressing the concern that 
women kept “at home” would be “idle,” the journeymen invoked hous
ing’s traditional cultural identity as an integrated workplace. In 
“the early ages,” they reported, “women were usefully, healthily, and 
industriously employed, although differently engaged from their 
present occupations.” ”̂

Rather than embrace new concepts of domesticity attached to the 
dwelling, journeymen sought to preserve traditional values of artisan 
housekeeping. But the conditions of tenant housing undermined wives’ 
and daughters’ ability “to contribute to the earning of the common 
stock” through customary forms of “female industry, including assis
tance to male family members in their own trade work. As declining 
wages and rising rents reduced affordable space, there was less oppor
tunity to take in boarders. Women who faced an increasing burden of 
domestic maintenance under deteriorating physical conditions could 
not fulfill the chief “duty of the household” by providing for their fam
ilies’ health. For laboring families, the alternative that loomed largest 
was not housing’s new cultural identity as a home but rather its new 
economic identity as a sweatshop.

The outwork system in shoemaking and the needle trades built on 
shoemakers’ and tailors’ traditional claims to their wives’ and children’s 
labor. T.ilfp domestic service, such work was valued in accordance with
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a baseline of family labor that cost nothing. This measure, as well as 
the ideology of female dependency, kept outwork wages desperately 
low. The “system” of sweated female labor within the home was also a 
travesty of earlier housing relations of integrated domestic and trade 
work. Male household heads had retained obligations for their family 
members subsistence. Employers paid starvation wages and further re
quired workers to pay shop overhead in domestic rents. From the per
spective of New York’s laboring classes, the conditions of sweated labor 
provided the strongest message of what happened when a “home” be
came a “workplace.” *̂

The conditions of male independence became increasingly uncertain 
in antebellum New York; succession within crafts was losing its secu
rity, skills did not necessarily secure wages that permitted savings, the 
costs of setting up a shop or business increased, the expansion of credit 
created more risks. Men who controlled real property gained power to 
command the labor of those who had none, and control of labor repre
sented both security and the means to accumulate more property. 
Whether owned or rented, domestic quarters, no less than the inte
grated house and shop of an earlier generation, established conditions 
for controlling female labor. When women’s dependency was posited 
through the legal doctrine of marital unity, a ^ e ’s condition repre
sented that of her husband. In sparing a wife heavy labor or “pro
tecting” her from the vulnerabilities and predations of the specifically 
female labor market, a husband preserved his self-respect as provider 
and his claims on a wife for other forms of fiimily and household labor. 
And when journeymen’s and laborers’ wages reduced their control over 
housing, they lost control over the value of unpaid female labor and 
became increasingly vulnerable as a class.

Given the conditions of female economic dependency, women held 
their own distinctive interest in the emerging system of cultural mean
ing that situated “home life” within the larger frame of capitalist prop
erty and labor relations. Antebellum women as a class had limited 
rights in property and limited means to acquire it, and without prop
erty they could make few claims on labor. The female labor market— 
most immediately visible in the conditions of domestic service and 
outwork—determined that women’s “property” in their own labor 
would produce more value than it could ever earn. Paid female labor 
did not represent a viable means of independence. The majority of 
women, then, had few options but to place claims on fathers and hus
bands for the best working conditions possible, that is, to assert the 
value of their labor through familial obligations of the “home” rather 
than the market relations of the “workplace.”
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The cultural construction of housing as a home separated from a 
workplace did not emerge simply with reference to men s departure to 
workshops, offices, and stores. Female family members who performed 
household “duties” were culturally defined against the figures of both 
“immoral and ungrateful” servants who grudgingly performed “work” 
and female outworkers who “took work away from men.” Although the 
points of reference were vastly different for propertied and working- 
class New Yorkers, the language with which they interpreted housing 
relations was often the same. Unable to eliminate the tensions of waged 
employment, keeping boarders, or sweated labor within their domestic 
quarters. New Yorkers insisted on housing’s identity as a home, de
fined family work as a labor of love, and spoke of domestic relations as
they “ought” to be.

Labor relations were not the only field of housing s cultural redenni- 
tion. The home as a social institution also ordered new understandings 
of obligations within the community. As with the rhetorical opposition 
of home and work, the categories of private and public did not describe 
social reality. Rather these categories helped to establish new measures 
of personal morality and social maturity, the qualities necessary for so
cial respect.

The “Public” Home

No institution in nineteenth-century America received more literary 
attention than the home. So many sermons, speeches, toasts, songs, 
novels, and articles extolled its virtues and satisfactions that the cul
tural value of home life seems self-evident. The home was the site of a 
loving family circle, of simple pleasures and intimacies, of cooperation 
and mutual trust. As in literary constructions of other ideal places—the 
wilderness, the country—the concrete referent, a physical site, its peo
ple, labors, and conflicts, often disappeared into abstract qualities. 
Housing’s literary and ideological removal from the market and the 
“public sphere” underscored male privilege and denied class privilege 
by naturalizing gender prescriptions into a psychological landscape: 
men who braved the wilds of the marketplace could return to the 
safety and comforts of a hearth tended by women, be it in a hut, a log 
cabin, or a palace. For rich and poor, women and men, the home that 
sheltered the heart represented the possibility of human relations un
qualified by a price.^

We in the twentieth century have inherited this elusive concept of 
the home as an emotional refuge that transcends specific conditions
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and relations of housing. And because the home is a place that exists 
primarily in imagination or in memory, because it represents such a 
depth of emotional attachment or longing, we tend to accept its inher
ently personal or private nature. But real homes have always had to 
exist in physical spaces, those spaces have been socially constructed, 
and they have changed their forms, uses, and meanings over time. 
Whatever the depth of psychological needs individuals brought to the 
construction of home life in antebellum New York City, they organized 
their housing to serve a wide range of social activities that differed 
from those of earlier generations and varied according to material 
means. In order to consider how particular cultural values and expec
tations shaped housing as a new social institution, we must move be
yond its characterization as a “private sphere” and explore the publicity 
of new housing practices.

Dwellings and tenant houses evolved out of an earlier housing 
institution that, though private property, had not assumed the ideo
logical attributes of a separate private sphere. Eighteenth-century 
integrated houses did not operate on a principle of exclusivity; shelter
ing trades or business alongside housework, they accommodated the 
traffic of customers and business associates as well as neighbors and 
Idn. New Yorkers had ritually affirmed their “open houses” through 
the custom of New Year’s visits. On January first, men and younger 
family members visited the houses of relatives and neighbors to wish 
the residents a prosperous new year; women stayed home to serve buf
fets of traditional liquors and sweets to members of the “community” 
who called to pay their respects. Nor were “private economical rela
tions ” opposed to public obligations: household heads’ accountability 
for their dependents and the duties of public service attached housing 
to the civic order. And though family—and specifically conjugal—rela
tions suggest personal privacy within houses, even domestic intimacy 
was not entirely free from exposure or publicity in a culture that sought 
to enforce a particular code of sexual morality and proscribed, for ex
ample, miscegenation and “unnatural” sexual acts as transgressions of 
social order. “

'The only thing clearly private about eighteenth-century housing was 
proprietors’ exclusive rights to the value of household resources and 
dependents’ labor. The Bill of Rights, by protecting citizens’ houses 
along with their persons, papers, and effects from unreasonable 
searches and seizures and by proscribing the quartering of soldiers, 
linked these property rights with political rights. But boundaries drawn 
between public and private with respect to state power and personal 
political rights did not construct spatial boundaries of social use or
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obligation. Rather, new boundaries were culturally constructed through 
custom, ritual, and prescription.

Even with the demise of trade uses, housing remained an intensely 
social, highly visible institution. Their rhetorical opposition notwith
standing, public and private spheres did not operate as either spatial 
or social polarities. In the eyes of propertied New Yorkers, respectable 
public and private spaces constructed one another through continuities 
of social traffic, activity, and conduct which established and maintained 
circles of obligation and trust beyond the family. The cultural definition 
of respectable housing opposed itself less to a “public sphere than to 
perceptions of disreputable public and private continuities within ten
ant housing and neighborhoods.

Through its use for entertainment, meetings, religious life, and the 
marriage market, the dwelling stood at the center of circles of selective 
socializing that shaped public and private associational life into a class 
culture. A respectable home life suggested a person’s capacity to enter 
into and to meet obligations within the community. In an era when 
New Yorkers were only beginning to establish financial institutions, 
they used Idn networks, business associates, and acquaintances to cer
tify reputation, and through reputation to gain access to property and 
credit. Propertied New Yorkers established their social standing and 
claims through rituals that affirmed their reciprocal obligations. Unlike 
the fixed contractural relations of a cash bargain or a dated loan, the 
reciprocity enacted through home hospitality laid the ground for ongo
ing social exchanges and cooperation. In this respect, bourgeois New 
Yorkers did seek to distinguish the social world that moved through 
their homes from the anonymous “public market and to store up social 
credit that could withstand sudden turns of fortune.

The dwelling’s value as a social institution that organized acquain
tanceship and certified public character emerged in contradistinction to 
the perceived limitations and dangers of alternative housing forms. In 
contrast to the carefully regulated social traffic of home hospitality, 
boarding and tenant houses appeared socially promiscuous, nonselec- 
tive, and immediately vulnerable to market determinations of personal 
worth. Such housing was commercial; it operated through the conver
sion of wages into rents and suggested money’s power to resolve all 
social relations into cash bargains and to dissolve future obligations. A 
world in which all domestic services—shelter, maintenance, meals, en
tertainment, and even sex—were available for a price rendered domes
tic manifestations of character irrelevant. Through home hospitality, 
respectable New Yorkers could enforce codes of reputable conduct by 
withholding invitations. Tenant housing relations, in contrast, they per
ceived as imposing no social accountability for moral transgressions.

In the eyes of genteel New Yorkers, the “liberty” of boarding espe
cially represented a condition of social immaturity that rejected the 
principles of family duty and selective obligation. The cultural charac
teristics attributed to unmarried boarders—youth, transience, freedom 
from family ties and long-term commitments—became all the more 
problematic in multifamily tenant housing. Viewed from a distance, the 
sharing of domestic space seemed to break down any one household’s 
powers to define and order its relations with other households. What 
respectable New Yorkers overlooked, of course, were wage-earning 
tenants’ oivn rituals and networks of obligation and sociability, often 
established through the very neighborhood institutions that most 
threatened the emerging bourgeois cultural definition of “proper” 
home life.

The elaboration of New York houses as centers of selective socializing 
had begun in the eighteenth century. Downtown merchant houses with 
offices and adjacent stores had operated as practical centers of inter
secting business and kinship obligations; and informal hospitality pro
vided occasions for negotiations, the exchange of information, and 
affirmation of shared interests. Still, only the houses of the city’s colo
nial officials and most prominent merchants contained space for formal 
entertaining—dining rooms, drawing rooms, and less commonly, ball
rooms. The owners of these exceptional houses extended patronage to 
elicit deference rather than to establish reciprocal obligations; few 
guests could afford to match their style of entertainment. Those mer
chants who could afford to entertain associates at dinner generally did 
so at taverns. Inns or pleasure gardens accommodated such heteroso
cial amusements as dances and receptions. It was only after the Revo
lution that new city dwellings systematically expanded the space given 
over to receiving visitors and established the value of home hospitality 
in defining the circles of obligation and regulating social interaction.^

In embracing “modern style” dwellings that differentiated formal 
“front” and family “back” parlors and featured dining rooms, prosper
ous New Yorkers expressed their perceptions of the necessity of public 
entertainment as much as a new impulse toward family privacy. If the 
level of investment in furniture and decoration is any indication of cul
tural priorities, a family’s comfort in the “private” space of its back par
lor mattered less than the accommodation of visitors. The city’s social 
elite established the importance of dwellings as social institutions most 
clearly through the exchange of dinners, teas, receptions, and formal 
visits that rendered the new domestic standards of an emergent bour
geois class visible to itself. “In fashionable, as in mercantile life,” the 
editor Samuel Woodworth observed in 1 8 2 4 , “there is a regular debit 
and credit. A paying and receiving of visits, a giving and a going to
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parties, and the former are as tenacious and strict in the rules of fash
ion as the latter are in the transactions of commerce.” Furthermore, 
the observance of codes of conduct that certified good character in do
mestic society were essential to the transactions of commerce as a col
lective project.^®

With the expansion of domestic space and furnishings for entertain
ment, modern dwellings gained importance in the organization of 
propertied men’s associational activities. Even as the practice of hold
ing private dinners for thirty or more men at taverns or hotels per
sisted, entertaining associates at home afforded gentlemen new 
distinction. In his retrospective novel of manners. Home as Found, 
James Fenimore Cooper sketched a typical dinner party: “Two rows of 
men clad in dark dresses, a solitary female at the head of the table, or 
if fortunate, with a supporter of the same sex near her, invariably com
posed the convives." When the gentlemen were seated, “the conversa
tion turned on the prices of lots, speculations in towns, or the 
currency.” Women, aside from the hostess, were not commonly in
cluded in such dinner parties in the first quarter of the nineteenth 
century. Their absence suggests both the persistence of older customs 
of male sociability and men’s recognition of the particular value of the
home to their own business affairs.^®

In more subtle ways, propertied men used home hospitality to affirm 
among themselves the continuities of public and private responsibili
ties, values, and manners. Members of benevolent and political organi
zations generally assembled at such public sites as Tammany Hall, the 
New York Institution (the converted almshouse on Chambers Street), 
hotels, and taverns, but the formal and informal committees that man
aged these associations were as likely to meet in one another s parlors. 
Thus in 1 8 1 8  John Pintard, De Witt Clinton, and Dr. Alexander Ho- 
sack organized a club of “6 to 9 who are to mee[t] every Sat[urda]y 
ev[ening] probably at each others houses, a converzazione, to promote 
useful objects . . .  In these associations the various hints and projects 
for the benefit of Society can be discussed improved and converted to 
the best interest of the community.” Always sensitive to the power of 
money alone to define social standing or to inflate the requirements of 
reciprocal hospitality, Pintard informed his daughter that to prevent a 
competition of luxury,” the gentlemen had agreed to limit refreshments 
to “Coffee, sliced Tongue, Saucisson, a pickled Oyster, Wine and por
ter, with Segars.”^̂

If socializing within dwellings permitted propertied men to altirm a 
sense of mutual obligation and display qualities of magnanimity and 
character that redounded to their business and civic credit, women had
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a greater stake in constructing interlocking codes of public and private 
respectability. Only as the modern dwelling was understood to be a 
cultural necessity could women secure their claims on men for the im
provement of housing as their workplace. As men used dwellings to 
form and confirm their business and civic networks, women defined 
the value of home life in relation to another social institution, the 
church.

Insofar as New York’s oldest established churches oriented them
selves primarily to propertied congregations, church and home devel
oped a symbiotic relationship. Elite families that attended Episcopal, 
Dutch Reformed, and Presbyterian churches purchased church pews as 
a form of “domestic property” and regarded home prayers as an essen
tial religious observance. Indeed, one might argue that churches 
helped establish the legitimacy of dwellings that could easily be re
garded—in the era of republican simplicity—as undemocratic luxuries. 
The location of new churches north of the wharf district (starting with 
St. John’s in Hudson Square) readily identified the “moral character” 
of the new residential districts that sprang up around them. Con
versely, New Yorkers viewed the scarcity of churches in the tenant 
neighborhoods of the Lower East Side as symptomatic of the dangers of 
working-class immorality.^®

Though revivals sporadically rechurched men, by the 1820s women 
dominated New York’s congregations, and in their church activities 
women asserted a public presence that is sometimes lost in historians’ 
projections of social isolation onto the “private sphere.” Women orga
nized their oivn associational life through parlor prayer, Bible reading, 
and charity meetings, which reinforced the ties between the social du
ties of home life and religious practice. Confronting an ideological tra
dition that asserted their natural inferiority, women drew on the 
cultural authority of religion to articulate new standards by which to 
measure men’s reciprocal obligations to wives and daughters. No less 
than employers whose evangelicalism promoted disciplined work habits 
among employees, women sought to link the virtues of male self- 
discipline and temperance to the benefits of a comfortable home life. 
And by making home life part of the evidence of disciplined moral 
character, women elaborated the cultural and material requirements of 
male maturity.^®

In the early decades of the nineteenth century the ritual Sunday 
promenade from church to tea at home symbolized continuities be
tween public and private spaces and values which extended well be
yond elite circles. Among the evangelical women and men of more 
modest merchant, shopkeeping, and artisan families, domestic quarters



accommodated a close congregational life that supported both religious 
observance and selective social networks. The architect Joseph Probyn, 
who maintained a ground-floor office in his house, regularly enter
tained both visiting Baptist ministers and fellow vestrymen in his up
stairs parlor,” where they discussed and plotted church affairs. In the 
1830s, Michael Floy, a perhaps exceptionally pious young man who in 
his early thirties became a partner in his father’s nursery establish
ment, attended two Methodist services on Sunday as well as weekly 
Bible classes; and he taught Sunday school both at his own Bowery 
Village Church and at African Methodist churches. After services Floy 
regularly repaired to the parlors of other church members for tea. He 
and other young adult church members met for prayer meetings and 
held choir practice and singing parties at their parents’ houses. Indeed, 
the parlors of Methodist church members served as the centers of 
Michael Floy’s flirtatious bachelor social life.'*"

Through such visiting among middling households as well as those of 
elite families, domestic quarters were “on view” to a larger community. 
In an earlier generation, many rules of proper conduct cleanliness 
and grooming, sobriety, refraining from profanity and spitting, a quiet 
demeanor—had been reserved for church attendance and observance 
of the Sabbath, or they had been associated with genteel rank. Such 
manners took on an everyday life and new codes of behavior were in
troduced, rehearsed, and disseminated through domestic socializing. 
“Among the hospitable circles which reciprocate good and cheerful en
tertainments a man would be marked who should retire intoxicated, 
indeed, except among the young and jovial, convivial parties are all 
decent & sober,” John Pintard reported to his daughter of one change 
in manners. Pintard attributed the new restraint to the presence of 
women and credited this style of domestic entertainment in turn to the 
French, “who never expell Ladies from the dinner table.” But New 
York women surely asserted their own authority in importing such 
manners to establish and enforce new temperance standards.'*'

In the early decades of the nineteenth-century. New Yorkers (like 
other Americans) were intensely self-conscious and often critical of do
mestic rituals or personal manners that smacked of European tastes. 
Beyond elite circles, much of the home’s emerging cultural authority 
derived from perceptions that new codes of respectability revived, en
acted, and recast precepts of family duty, Protestant piety, and republi
can virtue. But as they had done when the home was defined in 
opposition to a workplace. New Yorkers of different classes negotiated 
the meanings of “private” home life in relation to different arenas and 
forms of public interaction.
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The conditions of housekeeping, for example, structured different 
kinds of public and private continuities for bourgeois and working-class 
women’s activities. On the city’s wealthiest clearly bounded residential 
blocks, town houses pulled back from the street and servants fre
quently acted as household agents to mediate relations with the neigh
borhood by performing errands and screening people who came to the 
door. The conceptual categories that defined the home as a private 
sphere (while incorporating church, charity, visiting, shopping, enter
tainment, and supervision of waged labor) drew a veil around bour
geois women’s housework. The ability to assume that veil in public 
through particular styles of street dress and manners implicitly testified 
to “private ” conditions of home life.

For most New Yorkers in tenant neighborhoods, there was a growing 
disjuncture between such codes and the conditions of housing, the 
physical environment in which wives, mothers, landladies, and ser
vants secured household maintenance. The grounds of domestic work 
space in trade and tenant neighborhoods extended from the house and 
yard to the street and markets. Tenant women’s domestic skills at bar
gaining for both goods and credit required personal familiarity with the 
neighborhood’s social and economic resources and the “character” of 
particular shopkeepers and peddlers. Tenant women’s housekeeping 
and socializing activities were thus more readily interchangeable.'**

Disregard for new rules of feminine propriety worried such observ
ers as the nursery journeyman Michael Floy, who lived in the mixed- 
trade neighborhood of Bowery Village. Floy used his diary to rehearse 
social comments that situated his own feelings of respectability by dis
tancing him from neighbors and cohorts. “Every morning we see Mrs. 
Mountain, bare-headed, dishevelled hair, carrying a great boy in her 
arms, coming to visit our woman [servant], ” he complained. Certain 
that there was nothing “more odious than to behold an idle gadabout 
woman visiting the neighbors, carrying about a squalling creature 
wherever she goes,” Floy was especially offended that Mrs. Mountain 
brought her child with her when she came visiting. “She would be bad 
enough without the baby, but when we see her wherever she goes lug
ging about a child in her arms when she ought to be at home, the sight 
is intolerable; it sickens me completely. Then it is that characters suf
fer; scandal is dealt out by the mouthful, and the baby in her arms 
makes her look ten times more hateful.”'*̂

Household servants who could assist with child care and run er
rands, of course, permitted a respectable woman to leave her children 
behind when she went out visiting. And except on Sundays, house
wives such as the bareheaded Mrs. Mountain did not observe the
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proprieties of dressing “to go out.” Such women doubtless observed 
their own rules and routines as they dropped in at one another s kitch
ens to exchange gossip and information. But these c^des were not or
ganized to be legible to any observer as evidence of a woman s social
position—or of the quality of her home life.

In other contexts, the cultural concept of the private home assumed 
a different meaning. In the city’s mixed-trade neighborhoods, the 
households of small masters and shopkeepers and wage-earning board
ers and tenants (situated amid taverns, workshops, and gr^eries) 
maintained a sometimes uneasy coexistence as they n eg o tia t^ th e  con- 

.. tinuities and boundaries of private and public conduct. The com
fortable subsistence” that was replacing trade proprietorship as a 
marker of male maturity introduced new points of reference m estab
lishing social accountability. The home’s “private, moral character 
contrasted with more “public” housing arrangements, particularly 
boardinghouses, which in their alliance with commercial institutions 
threatened the traditional authority of household (and trade) hierar
chies in maintaining social order.

Although households that took boarders were arrayed along ®
economic ladder, boardinghouses had customarily been identified with 
transience and youth. Already suffering censure from their association 
with sailors and wharf-district epidemics, boardinghouses became a 
dominant housing form within the city’s mechanic neighborhoods in 
the early decades of the nineteenth century. Boarding solved the prob
lems of domestic maintenance for many young single men (and, to a tar 
lesser extent, women) by liberating them from its labor. Boarding
houses frequently accommodated workers of the same trade or nation
ality and meals served as an occasion for socializing; but the 
boardinghouse was less a center of social obligation to many residents 
than the place for meals and sleep within a daily circuit that included 
workshop and corner tavern. “The room in which we sleep, the jour
neyman printer Thomas Chamberlain noted in his diary, is the back 
room of the first floor, it contains 2 double beds and 2 single beds, we 
have a double bed and there is at present three young men besides m 
the room. The ground floor of the house is a grocery store. Given 
such quarters, boarders readily turned to neighborhood resources.

Boarding subsumed certain categories of living expenses— 
housekeeping and furnishings as well as food— into a fixed price. That 
part of a worker’s wage not surrendered for rent formed disposable 
income” (ranging from perhaps 50 cents to the traveler Isaac Holmes s
generous estimate of $5 a week for skilled journeymen),^^ w hich^u ld
be saved, spent on clothing and entertainment, gambled, contributed
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to the church or other voluntary associations, or shared with family 
members in the city, in the countryside, or abroad. One category of 
spending did not of course exclude the others. But boarders used dis
posable cash to support a system of housing services and recreational 
pursuits that citizens within their own neighborhoods charged were de
stroying the republican city’s virtue.

A household head of an earlier generation could discipline employees 
as well as family members. Master artisans as a class set the “moral 
tone” of trade neighborhoods. When new issues concerning the regu
lation of public behavior emerged early in the nineteenth century, city 
officials had initially looked to household heads to preserve order 
(holding masters responsible, for example, for journeymen’s kite flying 
and shooting of guns). But rapidly expanding numbers of young board
ing wage earners were not accountable to employers or parents—or to 
their boardinghouse landlords—for their public conduct. Their popular 
amusements—gambling, drinking, cockfights, boxing, bear baiting, fire 
fighting, and the boisterousness that accompanied these activities— 
were not new. What was distinctively new was the concentration of 
young men between the ages of fourteen and twenty-five who had the 
personal “liberty” to engage in these recreational pursuits.

Through the early decades of the century evangelical artisan house
holders in the city’s mechanic wards (Wards 5, 6, 7, 10, and 14) joined 
more influential citizens in repeatedly appealing to the Common 
Council to control young men’s rowdiness and disrespect, particularly 
bn Sundays, when churchgoing, the promenade, and labor’s day of rest 
brought New Yorkers together onto the streets. In one typical petition, 
“proprietors and residents ” in the Fourteenth Ward complained of the 
neighborhood “boys [who] assemble at and about . . . [the fire] Engine 
House, but more especially . . .  of great noise on the Sabbath day, in
sulting females, and sometimes fighting and using most indecent and 
profane language.”'*̂

Artisan householders who may not have identified with bourgeois 
codes of respectability nonetheless sought to preserve their own moral 
standards (and particularly their religious values) within their neigh
borhoods. In 1812, for example, an aldermanic “Committee for Sup
pressing Immorality,” composed of a lawyer, a sailmaker, and a tanner 
from the predominantly artisan Wards 6, 8, and 10, responded to this 
constituency as much as to the city’s merchants when they investigated 
a “long and offensive catalogue of abounding immoralities” that in
cluded Blue Law violations by grocers and tavernkeepers, Sunday skat
ing, ball playing, and horse racing, and “the Droves of Youth who on 
that day resort to the outskirts of the City, and commit depredations on
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the property and too frequently insult the persons of the Inhabitants. 
Though the aldermen acknowledged that one reason for Sunday com
mercial activity was that “laboring men . . . cannot get pay for their 
Weeks work until late on Saturday night,” the aldermen were as much 
concerned with the “manifest injustice” to those grocers who did close 
on Sundays, “inasmuch as they soon lose their most profitable custom
ers.” The state legislature responded to the aldermens request for 
more stringent laws regulating morality, but even the aldermen had 
confessed that they were “not so enthusiastic as to believe it within the 
reach of this Board, or any other Human power to eradicate the vices 
which usually prevail in populous and commercial Cities.

The tensions between those shopkeepers and artisans who upheld 
the new codes of public propriety and those who ignored them reveal 
competing economic interests as well as moral values. Proprietors who 
sold “home” services as well as shelter to thousands of boarders and 
tenants depended on young wage earners’ spending for their own live
lihoods. By 1827, for example, more than three thousand licensed gro
cers and tavernkeepers provided the city’s journeymen and laborers not 
merely with drink and food but also with heat and amusements lacking 
in their domestic accommodations. By 1836 the temperance movement 
had reduced the number of liquor licenses (most precipitously in 
Wards 6, 8, and 10), but aldermen still charged that there was one 
licensed tavern for every fifty inhabitants over the age of fifteen. “It is 
in these places,” the aldermen asserted in the common formulation of 
the era, “that many of the youth of this city are first led from paths of 
virtue and prepared for a course that must lead to ruin.

In reformers’ imagination, virtue’s ruin came from mechanics waste 
of earnings, abandonment of ambition, and denial of moral obligation. 
The institutions of journeymen’s sociability, the saloons that could be 
found on virtually every block, operated as wage earners’ parlors; and 
drinking, treating, and games may have fulfilled their own need for 
rituals of mutuality. But such cultural practices—and indeed whole 
neighborhoods—that revolved around cash transactions and short-term 
debts suggested the rejection of long-term goals and commitments. 
The pursuit of temporary pleasures seemed to undermine a social or
der constructed on reciprocal duties, an order so readily identified 
with and orchestrated through the private home.®”

The tensions raised by young male boarders ruin proved all the 
more-problematic with respect to young single women. The majority of 
female wage earners worked as domestics and lived under the watchful 
eyes of their employers. Furthermore, given their wages, other women 
probably spent in labor, and particularly in sewing late into the night.
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the hours that male wage earners spent in entertainment and informal 
socializing. Rougher neighborhood amusements were restricted to 
men, but young wage-earning women participated in heterosocial insti
tutions—taverns, dance halls, and Bowery promenades—that served a 
distinctive working-class sexual economy. The “liberty” of female 
boardinghouses was readily (and often accurately) associated with pros
titution. Within the city’s proliferating “parlor house” brothels, even 
the most sacred of home intimacies was available for a price. Only a 
proper home life could insulate women and men from the vices of ca
sual exchange and regulate their intimacy.®^

In the early decades of the century, the sociability of a male board
ing youth culture (and such mixed civic and recreational institutions as 
fire and militia companies) had cut across class lines. By the 1830s, 
more and more independent artisans (contractors and employers) were 
locating their homes (often in shared houses) on blocks of like-minded 
households, particularly on the West Side. This spatial separation fur
ther framed the perceptions of the private home as a distinct arena 
apart from “public” workshops, boardinghouses, and institutions of 
workers’ leisure, including the basement gtoceries that anchored so 
many tenant houses.

Older styles of interclass fraternization, particularly when it was 
thought to be promoted by housing arrangements, also worried wealth
ier New Yorkers, who feared for the corruption of their sons. Young 
“gentlemen” who boarded in effect lost their domestic certification of 
character. “Boarding houses are not home. The circle is too large and 
miscellaneous to be sacred and affectionate.” Thus a “bachelor” de
scribed to Mirror readers the strains of living in a boardinghouse, 
“always superintended by women whom in most instances poverty and 
misfortune have driven to this precarious and unhappy occupation.” 
Feeling “ready to resort to any artifice to escape from solitude and self- 
examination,” the boarding bachelor would turn to “theaters, gambling 
houses, saloons, clubs, a thousand dazzling attractions.”®̂

In the 1830s, hotels such as the one built by Seth Greer on Broad
way and occupied “by gentlemen exclusively” emerged as an alterna
tive housing institution for single men who valued their reputations. 
Respectable young couples also turned from boardinghouses to hotels: 
suites with private parlors permitted exclusive entertaining of visitors 
while still sparing housekeeping expenses. Hotels regulated their clien
tele with their prices, and they supported their claims to respectability 
by offering the latest in domestic conveniences and comforts, ranging 
from new plumbing to elegant furnishings. On the surface, at least, the 
trappings signaled their residents’ observation of the minimal codes of
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propriety. Although most independent households regarded hotels 
with ambivalence, few doubted the superiority of hotel life to that of 
boarding.®^

Far from being a spatially or socially circumscribed “private sphere, 
the social institution of the home assumed a new public presence in the 
first half of the nineteenth century. As housing lost its association with 
a proprietor’s rank or trade. New Yorkers turned to new points of ref
erence and situated “the home” between church and saloon, between 
civic order and public rowdiness. These cultural associations took the 
home’s “private” character as a statement of commitment to public re
sponsibility and morality. The definition and display of respectable 
home life, by placing individualism within the frame of family duty, 
offered moral sanction to acquisitive and competitive impulses. Yet this 
definition of respectability also carried a price. As an earlier genera
tion’s housing “luxuries” became “necessities, negotiations over their 
price and cultural value ranged from the personal contract of marriage 
to the social contract of community obligation.

“The Progress o f Luxury”

In the nineteenth century, domestic and social duties, Thornstein 
Veblen observed in his study of conspicuous consumption, became a 
species of service performed not so much for the individual behoof of 
the head of household as for the reputability of the household taken as 
a corporate unit—a group of which the housewife is a member on a 
footing of ostensible equality.” As managers of a “corporate” household, 
bourgeois women assumed duties ranging from the nurturing and 
training of children in what Veblen called the mandatory codes of de
cency” to representing family interests and obligations within a larger 
community. Neither the definition of domestic responsibilities nor the 
legitimacy of women’s claims to an ostensible equality in their man
agement of household resources, however, had been obvious in the 
early nineteenth century. Against the backdrop of new mansions and 
tenant houses. New York women and men engaged in intense debate 
over the definition of household " necessities that established the rep
utability” of a corporate unit and the cultural requirements of a new
“standard of living.”®®

Often we think about domesticity—the activity within domestic 
quarters—primarily with reference to a particular stage of the family 
life cycle, the relation of parents—and especially mothers—to young 
children. Early-nineteenth-century writers stressed this dimension of
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home life in order to revise an earlier generation’s view of childhood as 
a condition to be suppressed. With the demise of apprenticeships and 
the prolongation of childhood within propertied families, children did 
assume a new centrality within the corporate unit. But nurturing and 
training young children constituted only one phase of a household s life 
cycle, and only one aspect of domesticity. If the creation of nurseries 
within dwellings suggests the central place of children in antebellum 
family life, it also points to the practical containment of children’s 
needs and activities within the “new modern ” house.®®

The characterization of the home as a sacred family center emerged 
in the context of a lively public discussion of the reach, purpose, and 
effects of new levels of personal investment in domestic property, 
housekeeping, and entertainment. The very means by which respect
able New Yorkers affirmed their shared valuation of independent 
housekeeping as evidence of social maturity—visiting and hospitality— 
opened the door to charges that “fashion” was corrupting republi
can virtue.®^

Many New Yorkers who had been raised to identify republican sim
plicity” as a distinctive American value viewed the increasingly visible 
private wealth of housing with ambivalence. Welcoming material pros
perity, they nonetheless saw a new danger in the importation of aris
tocratic” tastes and manners that imparted false measures of self- 
importance, increased pressures of competition, and drew wealth away 
from the obligations of civic benevolence. As genteel New Yorkers 
adopted the use of visiting cards as part of their rituals of social ex
change in the 1 8 2 0 s, for example, a correspondent to the Mirror com
plained that “empty ceremony and heartless formality have usurped 
the place of friendly attention and social intercourse.” Answering a 
gentleman who proposed that the use of visiting cards “answers every 
purpose of a visit and is far less trouble,” the critic thought the custom 
convenient when confined “to its legitimate use, to obviate the care
lessness or forgetfulness of servants, but when made the instrument of 
idle ceremony and deceitful professions, it’s certainly reprehensible 
and may be classed with the follies and crimes of the age.”®®

Changes in older customs of New Year’s visiting in the late 1820s and 
early 1830s further pointed up internal tensions within the ranks of 
propertied New Yorkers who were redefining the obligations of social 
patronage and exchange. Members of old New York families com
plained that a new generation of “would-be nobility” and “people who 
have no ancestry themselves” were abandoning open houses and 
community-wide visiting on January 1 . The editor George Morris, a 
self-appointed arbiter of taste in the 1830s, cited the concern of those

/ /
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who felt “the custom must be general, or it will be entirely broken up. 
We must know that wherever we go we shall be welcomed, or else we 
ghall pause before each dwelling with a doubtful and misgiving heart 
and look in every face for a sign of displeasure.” Urging his readers not 
to “be too indiscriminate in censuring those tastes and wishes not sim
ilar to our own,” he nonetheless concluded, if it is the pride of wealth 
and aristocracy which would destroy this pleasant holiday, then let him 
who advances against it be known as the enemy of innocent 
enjoyment.”®®

On January a, 1837, Philip Hone noted a different problem: Mr.
Lawrence, the Mayor, kept open house yesterday, according to the cus
tom from time immemorable, but the manners as well as the times 
have sadly changed.” In contrast to a time when “one out of twenty 
perhaps [took] a single glass of wine or cherry bounce,” the New Year s 

/visitors “used his house as a Five Points tavern, and the end ing  brawl 
^  prompted the mayor to call the police and close his housp.

Against such anxieties over fashionable circles pride of wealth on 
the one hand and the “common man’s” disrespect on the other, the 
image of the intimate family hearth imparted a transcendent social 
value to dwellings, one that existed independently of a stratified society 
shaped by market forces. Then, too, such a focus on the familial virtues 
of dwellings drew attention away from the problematic presence, im
portance, and strains of unrelated household members (whether ser
vants or boarders) within most houses.

Yet another specifically familial concern and ambition the desire to 
“place” young adult children in society—motivated and structured 
many of the rituals of home hospitality and entertainment. In a city 
where leading merchants had for over a century defined their collec
tive interests and loyalties through kinship ties, the tensions that ac
companied the definition of new standards of respectable housekeeping 
became most apparent in the negotiations to establish new homes, par
ticularly in the marriage market. Few women or men in the volatile 
economy of the early nineteenth century could afford to embrace the 
romantic ideal of marriage for love and companionship irrespective of 
material considerations. Ambitious young men saw in “successful mar
riage an avenue for social mobility. Since marriage determined the fu
ture conditions of their labor, young women sought to preserve or 
improve upon the domestic gains of their mothers, and to protect their 
reputation and any property they brought with them. Parents, having 
long since lost the power to select their children’s partners, nonethe
less took responsibility for arranging “opportunities” for suitable intro
ductions and acquaintances.®^
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For many evangelical New Yorkers, the link between church and 
home provided the best prospects for identifying suitable mates. 
Michael Floy’s diary regularly referred to courting activity at parlor 
prayer meetings and singing parties. Intensely self-conscious about his 
own prospects, Floy took to heart his father’s admonition that it “was 
the business of women to study men’s character.” When he met his 
own future wife at church, Floy conducted the courtship by escorting 
her home to tea after services. Yet Floy also had to overcome obstacles: 
her parents slept in the front “parlor” room, so that it was necessary to 
continue the courtship in the evenings outside the front door.®*

Earlier, as he shopped around for a wife, Floy’s doubts about one 
woman’s domestic virtues had led him to break an engagement. Other 
negotiations over the formation of new homes landed in the courts, 
where juries weighed and evaluated the “affections engaged, expecta
tions excited, and future prospects blasted” upon the breaking of en
gagements. In one particularly prominent case, the mantua maker Jane 
Mount sued James Bogert for $10,000 in damages for failure to fulfill 
his promise of marriage. From 1807 to 1816, Bogert, the middle-aged 
son of a wealthy merchant, had conducted his courtship by visiting 
Mount in the parlors of houses in which she boarded and by escorting 
her home from church services. But Bogert’s family and friends wor
ried that he was being duped. When his father died and left him a 
fortune, they urged him to break off his “engagement. ” Jane Mount’s 
lawyers brought a series of witnesses who testified to Bogert’s unfailing 
devotion to the mantua maker as she moved from house to house, and 
the judge noted in his instructions that “heavy and exemplary damages 
ought to be awarded” when the breach of a civil contract “could be 
inferred from the circumstances.” But the case had extenuating circum
stances. The defendent’s witnesses testified that Mount had repeatedly 
“ridiculed and reviled ” her suitor, thereby calling into doubt the valid
ity of a contract that required parties to “mutually agree” to its terms. 
Deciding that Bogert’s attentions had indeed established Mount’s ex
pectations but that her conduct could not be regarded as that “of a 
woman towards a man who had engaged to make her his wife, ” the jury 
awarded her only $400 in damages.®®

The marriage market of the city’s wealthy, self-conscious “society” 
revolved around a winter season, “with Balls Theatres Concerts and 
private parties, ” which, John Pintard complained during the panic of 
1819, abounded “in proportion to the pecuniary embarrassments of the 
country.” Pintard worried about his younger daughter’s position and 
prospects within this world, “for such is the state of Society here, that 
a young lady, without money, has a hopeless prospect of a settlement.
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no personal merits can compensate for this difficulty. Pintard was re
lieved that family connections could serve his daughter. Reporting that 
a Brasher cousin “who has grown up a very genteel youth and very 
correct” had escorted Mrs. Pintard and Louisa to the theater, he ex
pressed hope that “next season he will be able to act a brothers part 
and attend Sister to such parties and places as may introduce her a 
little into Society.” Nonetheless, Pintard saw “but little benefit, in the 
way of matches, resulting from all these public fairs where young ladies 
are exhibited for market.” Of the 1819 winter of “extravagant entertain
ments,” he bitterly concluded, “The Beauty of it is, that not a single 
marriage, of all the young ladies exposed for sale, at these entertain
ments has taken place this season.” The men were “too profligate,” and 
“the young ladies too extravagant to admit of matches,” Pintard ob
served, and recalling the conditions of his own courtship, he looked 
“with astonishment on the changes of habits, the progress of luxury 
and conception of morals that have taken place in my day.

Pintard need not have worried. Louisa married a cotton merchant, 
Thomas Servoss, whom she met while visiting her sister in New Or
leans. Furthermore, in his mid-sixties Pintard finally achieved the 
long-sought “sweet independence” of a private house: in 1828 he and 
his wife moved with Louisa and Thomas Servoss to a $13,000 three- 
story dwelling at the corner of Broome and Crosby streets. Thus he 
escaped the “prison” of Wall Street, which he had declared was “no 
longer a residence for females.” For Elizabeth Brasher Pintard, how
ever, “the change from a housekeeper to an inmate” did not represent 
the same achievement. “For myself I feel quite easy and comfortable 
under [Mr. Servoss’s] roof,” Pintard told Eliza, “and regret most 
poignantly that poor dear Mothers pride of Indpendence does not per
mit her to do the same.” As tensions mounted with her son-in-law, 
Elizabeth Pintard “persist[ed] to go to housekeeping again,” and two 
years later Pintard reluctantly announced that he “would make every 
effort to gratify her,” though he himself wished that “instead of house
keeping, plague of servants & all the worrying incident thereto, . . . 
she wd consent to go to lodging in some neat family, where our comfort 
wd be greater, & our expenses defined.”®®

For all the particular anxieties of his personal situation, Pintard was 
not alone in his anger at the “progress of luxury” or in his frustrations 
at marital tensions that arose over the meaning of domestic indepen
dence. From the early decades of the century, rising housekeeping 
expenses and the inherent antagonism between “extravagant women” 
and “profligate men” recurred as themes in an expanding literature 
of domesticity. Newspaper articles and stories opposed the new
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requirements of maintaining a respectable dwelling to the traditional 
male prerogative of controlling family property. “The really prudent 
and somewhat homebred man, the editor Samuel Woodworth warned 
in 1 8 2 4 , feels obliged to relinquish the idea of marriage altogether 
or defer it to a later period because it is justly considered a hazard 
to many on the score of supporting the expenses of modern liv
ing.”®® Though committed to and profiting from the cultural construc
tion of the home, men seem also to have resented the ascendency of 
dwellings as social institutions that claimed a substantial share of 
household income and a public status equal to that of business, reli
gion, or government.

More often than not, women were blamed for the new expenses of 
housekeeping; “many a female, because she has been educated at 
boarding-school[,] returns, not to assist her mother but to support her 
pretensions to gentility.” Though few commentators doubted the neces
sity of servants to do heavy household labor, “gentility” connoted social 
ambitions that pushed households into social obligations they could not 
readily afford, at the expense of more practical contributions to home 
comfort, even to subsistence. An educated daughter, having tasted the 
pleasures of an expanded cultural life, would not willingly retreat back 
into the position of dutiful housewife: “She conceives herself to be de
graded by domestic occupation and expects to lose her credit if she is 
known to be industrious. Such a daughter’s ambition was, the Mirror 
noted, an evil which pervades all classes in some degree, but which is 
pecuharly injurious to those of the middle ranks.”®̂

Men of the middle ranks denounced what they regarded as women’s 
susceptibility to the seductions of new household luxuries. In 1811 a 
tradesman wrote to the Independent Mechanic to share his story of 

domestic woes. During his courtship he had announced his prospects 
and “entreated” his fiancee “to maturely consider whether she would 
be content to live in the manner that she might expect.” But after 
three months of marriage, when visiting took her into houses that dis
played Turkish carpets instead of rag rugs, muslin rather than calico 
curtains, china in place of pottery, and painted rush-bottom chairs, his 
wife had announced that she was “quite ashamed to ask a few ladies to 
tea” and that “every article in the house [was] . . .  a disgrace to a de
cent family.” When the tradesman decided “to lock up money, and for
bid her to run me in to debt, his wife had in effect gone on strike. 
“She discharged our servant girl, declaring that if she could not appear 
like a Christian (as she termed it) she would not be seen out of the 
house, and would be completely the mope I wanted her.” Insisting that 
his wife’s desires for domestic amenities and fashionable clothing were
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“unbecoming a tradesman’s wife,” the husband nonetheless found that 
he was now “ashamed that any one should see her.” Her revenge ex
pressed her “total disregard” both for his happiness and for “the opin
ion of the world at large.”®®

Female authors frequently drew on the language of republican virtue 
and domestic economy “to vindicate [women’s] character from illiberal 
aspersions.” In their eyes, women’s claims to a comfortable home life 
opposed rather than promoted the temptations of new wealth on the 
one hand and of moral dissipation on the other. They charged that un
trustworthy men looked only to marry women with property and then 
squandered the family’s resources in gambling, drinking, and specula
tion. 'Thus in advising one another on “how to choose a husband,” they 
denounced the seductions of male flattery and insisted that women had 
a right to investigate a husband’s economic standing. And in what 
quickly emerged as a new literary genre, women wrote fiction and ad
vice manuals that provided hints for efficient household organization, 
demonstrating how a wife might “save the fruits of [her husband’s] la
bor and by her industry add to their little income.”®®

The prescriptive literature of domesticity, then, must be understood 
/  as an ongoing “contractual” debate between women and men over the 

allocation and management of household resources. This debate began 
as a process of reconceptualizing household property and labor rela
tions between spouses who expected to achieve a comfortable subsis
tence. 'The strains of marital negotiations prompted a growing 
consciousness of women’s vulnerability to men’s control of household 
resources and led some women to question for the first time their eco
nomic dependency. At the same time, the blame directed toward 
women who asserted an “ostensible equality” of interest and authority 
in the organization of housing and home life also directed attention 
away from larger social and economic changes. Wealth was viewed as a 
problem of social competition and inflated ambitions rather than as a 
problem of the powers of appropriation. Thus reflecting on the “fatal 
inroads of want and distress” during the 1829 recession, the Mirror 
identified the “wasteful expenditure of money” by the rich, “imitated 
by the next descending ranks,” as the cause of poverty and urged 
wealthier New Yorkers to set an example of “prudence, economy, 
and temperance.” “Extravagance is the ruling evil—indulgence in sen
suality the prevailing vice. These must be corrected. The poor will 
want less—the rich will have more. The former will not then experi
ence the degradation of suing for relief—the latter the mortification of 
denying it.” °̂

If women and men in the city’s middling ranks struggled over 
the economic claims and social authority of “the home,” comparable
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tensions emerged among women and men whose household budgets 
had less margm to support such quarrels. When a workingman re
tained primary control over the family’s cash and household goods, his 
tw d, drink and recreation could come at the expense of his wife’s and 
children s clothing and food. Examining the extreme cases of wife as
sault and even murder, the historian Christine Stansell concludes that 
in court records of most domestic quarrels, conflicts over practical 
household arrangements unleashed men’s rage.” In the less extreme 
case working-class boys ” sport of insulting well-dressed ladies aired 

ostihty toward women who implicitly set the terms for manhood by 
displaying their own material standards and expectations for “re
spectable womanhood.^*

Cultural negotiations over women’s and men’s “domestic” obligations 
to each other spilled over into interpretations of the social meaning of 
domestic arrangements throughout the city. When high rents kept 
housekeeping conditions from meeting literary prescriptions, tensions 
w er the expenses of modern living” revealed especially the vulnera- 
bility of the citys middling families to their own investment in “the 
opinion of the world at large.” Thus, although James Fenimore Cooper 
had confidently declared in his Notions of the Americans that “no 
A m eric^ who IS at all comfortable in life will share his dwelling with 
Mother, by the 1 8 3 0 s many New Yorkers who prided themselves on 
having achieved a comfortable subsistence nonetheless shared houses 
with other families. Evangelical families such as the Floys could invoke 
religious principles to reject “fashiom”; families of “tradesmen” could 
call forth values of republican simplicity and economy; the Mirror 
could denounce empty ceremony.” Yet in their very vulnerability, the 

ranks looked to the values of respectable home life to 
clarify their distance from the thousands of New Yorkers who exercised
even less control over the conditions of housing. 7“

Amidst ongoing personal quarrels over the expenses of modern liv
ing, middling New Yorkers turned to two social rituals—promenades 
and visiting the poor—to affirm and enact their common domestic val
ues. Our public promenades are becoming more fashionable,” an
nounced the Mtrror in 1 8 2 5 . The Sunday stroll had taken on new life as 
a secidar amusement. The Mirror vigorously campaigned for the Com
mon Councils improvement of the Battery, which quickly became a 
place of popular resort. To families whose parlors and neighborhoods 
tell Short of prescription, promenades offered an alternative arena of 
visiting and structured spontaneous encounters on “safe ground.” 

Self-conscious promenade crowds maintained codes of propriety— 
om proper dress to rituals for introductions—that had evolved along

side domestic hospitality. Indeed, modern dwellings provided both a
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touchstone and a backdrop for this public ritual. Instructing its readers 
in the rules of the promenade (keep to the right), the Mirror recom
mended sites that would “repay the admirers of fine scenery. It is not 
known to all our townsmen that the spot formerly occupied by Vauxhall 
gardens is at present converted into a spacious and stately street, orna
mented with the most costly private dwelling houses it advised. 
“These structures attract crowds of spectators, and are des^vedly ob
jects of attention.” The Mirrors editors were confident that fi^ratively 
and literally. New Yorkers would unite in their admiration of modern 
dwellings that defined their common standards and goals,

The custom of visiting the poor, which also assumed a new ritual 
form in the 1820s and 1830s, further allowed respectable New Yorkers 
to define their own minimum standards of “moral home life. Although 
men led such key charities as the Society for the Prevention of Pauper
ism, women organized their own societies for relieving widows and or
phans, advocating temperance, and campaigning against prostitution. 
Expressing some sense of gender loyalty in their charity work on behalf 
of “indigent females,” respectable women also used benevolence to ar
ticulate and defend their own expectations and claims to inen s sup
port. Moral reform campaigns extended inextricably linked home and 
religious duties to the civic arena and found evidence for the depravity 
of the city’s laboring classes in their “domestic habits. Perceptions 
of the quality of home life as evidence of moral quality structured 
class interactions by permitting “respectable” New Yorkers to define 
“undeserving” tenant families as outside the community of mu
tual o b l i g a t i o n . r. r “ ^

Systematically excluded from many of the benefits of a new standard
1 of living,” New York’s laboring families preferred, when possible, mde- 

/f pendent poverty to the charity of reformers who in visiting—often 
without invitation or notice—determined recipients worthiness by ob- 

\serving their domestic habits. Poor families exercised little control over 
domestic property; they lived in a world of cash, credi^ and persond 
property—possessions that gained much of their value from their abil
ity to be traded, pawned, or sold. Living within budgets that constantly 
forced choices between purchases of food, fuel, furnishings, clothing, 
and entertainment, wage-earning families often rejected middle-class 
prescriptions. Household furnishings mattered less than clothing and 
shoes; hospitality within tenant houses followed different codes, and 
clothing could provide more efficient heating than fuel and a more
readily visible expression of self-esteem.^®

Despite visitors’ insistence on home life as evidence of moral charac
ter, laboring New Yorkers could not afford to rest their own feelings of
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social respect on housing conditions. The poor, after all, knew the so
cial circumstances of their own poverty: the death that had removed an 
essential family member from the household economy; low wages 
whose value diminished further in the face of high rents and expensive 
fuel; restrictions of employment based on race and nationality. And 
knowing their employers, they probably understood the extent to 
which the value of their own labor was realized in someone else’s vir
tuous home life. Poor New Yorkers had other means of affirming com
mon loyalties and obligations, ranging from the camaraderie of saloons 
and street life to Afro-Americans’ churches. Yet the bourgeois cultural 
definition of a proper home life—building on and recasting the repub
lican language of personal independence, male protection, female vir
tue, and corporate family interests—became a powerful concept, one 
that introduced new ways of measuring the legitimacy of claims to pub
lic respect and assistance.

“A standard of living is of the nature of habit, ” Veblen observed.^ 
Those standards included habits of interpretation as well as of con
sumption. The transition to industrial capitalism did not deliver an im
proved standard of living on a silver platter. New Yorkers in the first 
quarter of the nineteenth century struggled to define the necessary 
ingredients of their own self-respect and particularly the cultural value 
of “independent housekeeping.” By placing the conflicting economic 
interests of domestic employers and servants, landlords and boarders, 
husbands and wives, and rich and poor within the frame of morality, 
they clarified their own standards of judgment as well as of need. In
terpreted as a measure of personal virtue, proper home life became 
the social yardstick that marked out the distance between the city’s 
“respectable ” citizens and its laboring classes.

Even as respectable New Yorkers were acquiring the habit of ex
plaining social inequality as the consequence of moral failings, they saw 
in deteriorating tenant neighborhoods a larger threat to their own val
ues. The Democrat Asa Green satirically pointed to housing’s status as 
the emblem of social order when he proposed a remedy to the riots 
that had marked the 1 8 3 0 s in New York City. He reminded readers of 
his 1837 city guide of the riot act:

I charge ye all, no more foment 
This feud, but keep the peace . . .
And to those places straight repair 
Where your respective dwellings are.

“Were a magistrate in New York to read the riot act out in the words of
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our model,” Green concluded, “it might safely be answered: ‘We have 
no “dwellings,” how then can we repair to them?’ Those who have 
houses of their own are seldom inclined to leave them for the purpose 
of demolishing the houses of their neighbors.” By the late 1 8 4 0 s, a 
Whig editor saw more radical implications in the housing relations'of 
worldng-class neighborhoods. “An immense proportion of the present 
misery of the poor,” he insisted, “arises from the associated commu
nity—the practical Fourierism in which they are forced to live and 
which does far more than any other cause to destroy those feelings of 
attachment and of moral responsibility, which belong to the idea of 
the home.”^̂

The “progress of luxury” had found its justification iii the idea of the 
home.” Yet the habit of mind that understood modern dwellings as in
stitutions of public order itself was formed by debates that arose when 
government officials, developers, and wealthy householders carried the 
precepts of private home life into public policy. In the face of a public 
campaign to improve the city's “character and with it the value of 
real estate, housing’s republican meaning as an institution of inde
pendent livelihood gave way to the “liberal” equation of respectability 
and prosperity.

CHAPTER

Public, Private, and Common:
The Regulation of Streets and Neighborhoods

I AM WELL PERSUADED that the plans now in progress by our [munic
ipal] corporation for ornamenting and improving the city must meet 
the approbation of every person who feels an interest in its character 
and prosperity,” a “communication” to the Mirror observed in 1826. 
It is indeed gratifying to perceive the evidence of a more enlightened 

view and a more liberal spirit than were prevalent at former and even 
some more recent periods.”*

Such confidence in a more liberal spirit” came from many directions 
in the 1820s. With the adoption of universal white manhood suffrage, 
democratic republicans dismantled the political privileges of landed 
property and rank. Economically, the opening of the state-sponsored 
Erie Canal spurred the development of western markets and launched 
a decade of economic expansion in New York City. Descriptions of “the 
age of egalitarianism” often conflate the liberalism of democratic poli
tics and laissez-faire economics, but we do well to note contradictory 
liberal tendencies in these two developments, a contradiction 

pointed up by the object of the Mirror correspondent’s praise. In ap
plauding a more enlightened view” he was referring not to the with
drawal of government from the workings of the market but to the 
municipal corporation’s expanded program for building new streets, 
promenades, and squares. And this liberal ’—generous—public inter
vention in the city’s spatial economy marked an expanded conception 
of local government’s responsibility in organizing the city landscape to 
accommodate citizens’ needs.

In the context of the Revolution, republicans had opposed their 
vision of commonwealth to the inherited privileges associated with 
imperial rule. And for a generation following the Revolution (the 
former period noted by the Mirrors correspondent) the meaning and

1 4 9
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political organization of the commonwealth—and particularly the rela
tion of proprietorship and political rights—remained subjects of in
tense debate. New Yorkers who advocated abolition of the political 
privileges attached to landownership also expressed new confidence in 
the power of an unregulated market to preserve access to real property 
as the means of personal and civic independence. Thus, in intervening 
in the local spatial economy, the street commissioners who designed 
the grid had envisioned a city landscape that would accommodate a 
mixed petty proprietary and commercial economy and facilitate the cir- J  culation of all commodities including land and housing. The “utility” 
of the 1811 grid lay in its assertion of social and political neutrality.

The adoption of universal white manhood suffrage further denied 
fi-eeholders’ claims to special privileges and special virtues in deter
mining state policy and the public good. But if landownership could no 
longer establish political status, it continued to shape local political 
practices. In the 1820s, domestic property—housing—assumed a new 
preeminence in the real estate market, in the lives of propertied New 
Yorkers, and in local governmental policy. And popularly elected city 
officials (Whigs and Democrats alike) found a new utility in the govern
ment’s promotion of local economic expansion through public improve
ments—new or widened streets and open squares—which enhanced 
particular residential neighborhoods and raised aggregate land values. 
This utilitarian policy assigned status to land and housing not as a 
means or measure of personal independence but as a vital investment 
sector of the city’s commercial economy; and it embraced a vision of 
houses and neighborhoods organized not as productive resources but as 
social settings that testified to residents’ moral character.

Precisely because on its face the abolition of the propertied franchise 
opened the political process to egalitarian possibilities, we must exam
ine how negotiations over the uses of state authority entered into the 
construction of new property and housing relations. Propertied New 
Yorkers who competed within the real estate market pursued often an
tagonistic strategies to maximize their individual gains. But the use of 
state power—particularly when local government laid claim to the le
gitimacy of a larger “public interest”—offered one means of coordinat
ing and arbitrating individual and class interests in the organization of
the city’s social geography.

In the same way that householders, developers, and journalists de
fined the respectability of dwellings by contrasting them with multi- 
tenant housing, bourgeois New Yorkers measured the city s value as a 
place to do business and reside by contrasting its amenities with those 
of other cities, particularly of European capitals. Whatever the argu
ments on behalf of government disengagement from the economy, in
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practice public improvement policies in the 1820s and 1830s sanctioned 
and even subsidized elite residential development and condoned the 
omission of new amenities and utilities in working-class neighborhoods. 
These policies, which saw an interlocking public good in encouraging 
respectable home life and rising land values, bore down on the house
hold and neighborhood economies of the city’s wage-earning people. 
With the intersecting vocabularies of “character” and “prosperity” so 
characteristic of housing discussions emerging again and again in pro
posals to reshape the public landscape, that unity of conception re
vealed a darker side of New York City’s “liberal spirit.”

Even as developers, householders, and city officials argued for the 
“public ” benefit of ornamented residential neighborhoods and rising 
land values, poor New Yorkers gave new shape to an older concept of 
common rights—the rights of citizens not to be excluded from the ben
efits of community resources. In the 1820s and 1830s, propertyless 
New Yorkers’ practice of common rights, their use of the streets to ex
tract a living from unlicensed peddling, prostitution, foraging, gam
bling, or theft, prompted aldermen to adopt new strategies to enforce 
public authority and private property rights. 'Thus city officials intro
duced redevelopment policies to eliminate older impoverished tenant 
neighborhoods that relied on the street economy’s marginal (and “im
moral”) pursuits and implicitly contradicted a city improvement pro
gram premised on the correlation of character and prosperity. Yet, in 
the end, these early slum-clearance efforts also revealed a larger con
tradiction that stood at the heart of the city’s emerging social land
scape: for some landowners and landlords, the “immoral” conditions of 
poverty had become a source of prosperity.

In order to understand local government’s role in the formation of 
capitalist property and housing relations, we must first examine the po
litical faith that a redefinition of the political public—the “com
monalty” of New York City—would open that polity to all white men, 
unite them in an understanding of shared public and private goals, and 
remove the question of landed property’s social power from the politi
cal agenda. 'This faith emerged in the process of local political negotia
tion at the very moment when real estate was assuming a new 
centrality within the local economy.

“The Nature o f Government Must Change”:
Redefining the Commonalty

Although we associate American revolutionary politics with the for
mation of a new nation-state, the constitution of republican sovereignty
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also transformed the structure of the local polity. Charters issued by 
royal governors in 1686 and 1730 had constituted New York City’s po
litical public as a closed municipal corporation composed of the 
“Mayor, Aldermen and Commonalty of the City.” “Commonalty” was 
not an inclusive term: in order to gain membership in the corporation 
and the right to vote in city elections, a man was required to own land 
or pay a fee to become a “freeman,” a status granted to artisans whose 
skills were essential to the colonial port economy. Nor was the munic
ipal corporation viewed primarily as an agent of governance. The chief 
responsibility of its officers, as it had been for directors of the West 
Indies Company, was to organize and administer the town’s infrastruc
ture—its streets, docks, and markets—in such a way as to promote and 
facilitate imperial trade. “The strength and increase of our good sub
jects in . . . our frontier province of New York,” Governor John Mont
gomerie had reasoned in his 1730 charter, “does in great measure 
depend on the welfare and prosperity of our said city, wherein the 
trade and navigation thereof are chiefly and principally carried 
on . . . and we . . . are very desirous and willing to give encourage
ment to the said city.”*

Toward the goal of developing the colonial port, charters had en
dowed the municipal corporation with extensive property—exclusive 
rights in common lands and in shoreline water lots that accommodated 
slips and wharves. Public authority derived primarily from manage
ment of these municipal properties, and most public revenues came 
from license fees and quitrents. Elected and appointed officials had 
promoted and regulated the port’s expansion by issuing conditional 
grants, leases, and licenses; by directing the construction of streets, 
wharves, and markets; and by restricting traffic obstructions or 
“public” nuisances. Proprietors, who reaped the dividends of port de
velopment, paid for the construction of streets and wharves that ad
joined their land. Though the city corporation had been chartered 
primarily to serve the interests of an “imperial class” of English offi
cials and merchants, its operation, like that of the colonial system as a 
whole, was instrumental in the formation of New York’s local ruling 
class. The development of water lots into wharves and landfilled streets 
had especially merged the interests of the municipal corporation and 
the city’s merchant elite.^

'The imported English practice of assigning public welfare and disci
plinary responsibilities to church officials and householders limited the 
obligations of the municipal corporation to the city’s propertyless resi
dents. The Anglican church administered the almshouse and, through 
church wardens, managed outdoor relief to needy New Yorkers who
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could demonstrate that they were legitimately “settled” within the 
community. Municipal authorities also looked to the household system 
of governance and the authority of household heads to preserve public 
order. Every householder in the mid-eighteenth century, for example, 
was expected to contribute to the maintenance of the night watch by 
assigning household members to perform that duty.**

Colonial New Yorkers had understood membership in the “com
monalty” as a status analogous to that of a shareholder in a chartered 
corporation. In the context of the Revolution, however, “public ” ac
quired a more inclusive and generalized meaning. In forming Commit
tees for Public Safety, for example, patriots implicitly identified and 
claimed sovereignty on behalf of a commonalty that extended beyond 
chartered or enfranchised status. In New York, it was just this implica
tion of an open citizenry that prompted conservative patriots to recon
firm New York City’s royal charter in the 1777 state constitution, that 
is, to preserve the autonomy and privileges of the closed municipal 
corporation. Yet the ascendancy of republican theories of common
wealth also prompted a redefinition of the relationship of the public 
corporation, the sovereign state, and city residents. Fearful of New 
Yorkers “who viewed corporate power as inherently corrupt,” the his
torian Hendrik Hartog has argued, late-eighteenth-century municipal 
officials sought state legislative sanction for their right to determine the 
common good and to govern the republican city.®

In many respects, the scope of the Common Council’s activities and 
public authority did not change significantly vdth the republican shift 
from an administrative to a governing identity. Minutes of the Board of 
Aldermen in the four decades following the Revolution suggest the 
breadth of regulatory powers derived from the mercantile tradition. 
City officials licensed butchers, carters, and boardinghouse keepers; 
rented out market stalls; hired inspectors of wood, meat, flour, and 
lime; maintained the assize on bread; granted ferry and carting fran
chises; issued ordinances on the removal of refuse, the filling of sunken 
lots, and the construction of new wharves and streets; and responded 
to a steady stream of petitions for appointments, tax and assessment 
relief, and dispensations. 'Thus aldermen continued to manage local 
markets alongside public properties. Still, the Common Council’s op
eration as a representative body rather than a closed corporation 
changed the conception of local government and posed new questions 
regarding city residents’ rights to participate in the political process.® 

The reach of municipal regulatory powers had long supported a sys
tem of political patronage and deference—the constant brokerage of 
favors, votes, jobs, and influence—which in turn organized the local
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political process into factional competition. In the context of the Revo
lution, however, political factions engaged in a larger debate over the 
nature of the polity itself, and particularly over the definition and reach 
of democratic political rights. By the late 1790s, New York Federalists 
and Democratic-Republicans (Jeffersonians) engaged m bitter strug^es 
to control the state legislature and the municipal corporation (as well as 
the national government). Seeking to affix a clear and dangerous social 
identity to their political opponents, each group addressed the meaning 
of property relations in the definition of citizenship. Jeffersonian 
merchants and artisans accused Federalists of being aristocrats who be
trayed republican principles by preserving landed and monopo
listic privileges, including the propertied fi-anchise. Federalist gentle
men of property and standing” in turn charged that liberal republican 
leaders, disregarding the distinctions of property, would unleas

As debates over opening the political public to propertyless citizens 
moved from the high ground of party principle to the low ground of 
party interest, practical victory on either side depended on recruiting 
loyal followers who elected party leaders. Even as they debated prop
erty qualifications and the status of “freemen, both Federdists and 
Jeffersonians showed their willingness to manipulate the New York 
City franchise to serve their own political ends. Thus Federalist mayws 
effectively abolished the category of unpropertied municipal voters by 
refusing to grant freeman status to new city artisans. And since men 
who held land in more than one ward customarily voted for more than 
one alderman, Jeffersonians tried to enlist addition^ voters through 
joint ownership schemes. Thus in 1 8 0 1  Federalist aldermen contested 
Jeffersonian votes in the Fourth Ward, where thirty-nine tenants m 
common” jointly purchased a house just before the election to qualify 
as voters; and in the Fifth Ward seventy-four freeholders had claimed 
equal shares of a house valued at $4,000 to meet the $50 property re
quirement. Only after heated debate did a Federalist majority on the
Board of Aldermen disallow these combinations.® ,.r. c

Aldermen’s further efforts that year to examine the qualifications ot 
voters whose claims to proprietorship were tied up in family estates or 
debt exposed other practical problems with freeholdmg as a definitive 
political condition. What was the “stake in property that established a 
daim to political rights? Could a man vote if he possessed a vested 
remainder in fee on his mother’s life estate in real property? No. Could 
he vote if property had been conveyed to his mother in trust for him ? 
Yes. Could a man vote if he had contracted to purchase property and 
paid £20 “as interest on the purchase money which he considered part
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of the consideration”? No. Could he vote if he had paid the purchase 
money for a deed executed in another grantee’s name? Yes. The 1801 
“scrutiny” of contested voters revealed the ambiguities of membership 
in the commonalty and the uncertainties of propertied status as a mea
sure of a man’s public worth.

'The political privileges of landownership were giving way in the face 
of market relations that ideologically served republican affirmations of 
equal access to proprietary independence and pragmatically under
mined the condition—and hence the authority—of absolute propri
etorship. Yet perhaps what is most striking about such controversies 
was the ease with which leaders of both parties abandoned political 
principles derived from a landed social order in the interest of expand
ing the base of public power.

In the first two decades of the nineteenth century, propertyless 
men—with the support of party leaders seeking their votes—contin
ued to struggle for admission to the sovereign public, for the full rights 
and powers of citizenship. At New York’s 1821 constitutional conven- 
tion, debates over the abolition of property qualifications for the state . 
senate franchise echoed earlier Federalist-Jeffersonian exchanges. Thus 
Chancellor James Kent, a Federalist, conjured up the danger of “men 
of no property, together with the crowds of dependents connected with 
great manufacturing and commercial establishments, and the motley 
and undefinable population of crowded ports” dominating the Legisla
ture. “The tendency of universal suffrage, ” he concluded, “is to jeop
ardize the rights of property and the principles of liberty.”* ‘ Still, 
much of the groundwork for democratic arguments on behalf of open
ing New York’s political public to all white men had been laid by the 
market dissolution of traditional meanings of landed property.

If all adult men had access to land, the status of being propertied or 
unpropertied did not represent a fundamental or permanent—and 
hence politically meaningful—social division. Nor, within Democratic- 
Republican thought, did those two opposed conditions necessarily rep
resent opposed interests. ‘“The desire of acquiring property is a 
universal passion,” declared the delegate David Buel, Jr. Given this 
common ambition, Buel dismissed the Federalist “supposition that, at 
some future day, when the poor shall become numerous, they may im
itate the radicals of England or the jacobins of France; that they may 
rise, in the majesty of their strength, and usurp the property of the 
landholders.” Such a specter was “so unlikely to be realized,” Buel con
fidently concluded, that “before [it] can happen, wealth must lose all 
its influence; public morals must be destroyed; and the nature of our 
government changed.”*®
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For Buel and other advocates of abolishing land-based political priv
ileges, private property’s claim on the state ended with the right to be 
“made secure,” and such a basic right did not require special represen
tation. Nor could it claim special virtue. Affirming that all men’s aspi
ration to proprietary independence within the commonwealth would 
unite them as a public, delegates to New York’s 1821 constitutional 
convention voted to enfranchise adult male taxpayers and those who 
had served in the militia. For purposes of taxation and voting, owning 
personal property was as good as owning land.

The new constitution, however, introduced one exception. Delegates 
/  imposed a new property qualification of $250 on Afro-American male 

^ voters. 'The intention of disenfranchising all black men was evident; the 
particular requirement “add[ed] mockery to injustice,” charged a dis
senting delegate, since the convention knew that “with rare exceptions, 
[blacks] have not the means of purchasing a freehold.” Prohibited for 

^  nearly a century to own property. New York’s Afro-Americans had se
cured the legal right to devise or inherit land only in 1809. 'The major
ity of the delegates, however, implicitly endorsed the position that 
when blacks were not “permitted to a social intercourse with the 
whites . . . the distinction of color is well understood. . . .  It is un
necessary to disguise it, and we ought to shape our constitution to 
meet the public sentiment.” Whatever the appeal to racist sentiments, 
the 1821 constitution itself defined the distinction of color as one 
of property.

Whether proclaiming men’s “natural rights” to the property of their 
/  own labor while condoning slavery until 1827 or imposing property 

barriers to exclude free blacks from citizenship. New York republicans’ 
investment in white supremacy contradicted their own highest egalitar
ian aspirations. By mandating Afro-Americans’ inferior political status, 
delegates especially accommodated the “public sentiment of city craft 
workers who feared labor competition and of city householders who 
desired a cheap, “servile” domestic labor force. It was not the only 
contradiction in egalitarian thought, but surely at that historical mo
ment—the moment at which the issue was confronted—the very con
fidence that property qualifications would effectively exclude blacks 
from the polity exposed New Yorkers’ determination to maintain their 
social hierarchy in the face of a new “democratic” political order. That 
is to say, at that moment delegates self-consciously reached back to the 
conventions of landed society to make political rights contingent on 
economic power.

Fifty years of debate over the political status of proprietorship cul
minated in 1826 with the New York State Legislature’s passage of 
universal white manhood suffrage. In New York City, a new charter
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further opened the municipal corporation by providing for the popular 
election of the mayor. With the exception made on the basis of race, 
the overt rule of landed property for men had come to an end.

In New York City, however, landed interests continued to define and 
determine the “public interest.” As the delegate David Buel had pre
dicted, the very nature of government restricted the reach of local pop
ular sovereignty. The political authority of propertied citizens stemmed 
in part from the mercantile origins of the municipal corporation itself, 
particularly the long-standing identification of local governance with 
the maintenance of the municipal corporation’s properties and the 
city’s commercial infrastructure. How public officials fulfilled their 
obligation to organize streets, wharves, and markets was a matter 
of immediate concern to the city s traders, who transported goods, 
and to adjacent proprietors, who both bore the costs and reaped the 
financial benefits of government’s actions in organizing the built 
environment.

Traditional mercantilist understandings of the municipal corporation’s 
public duties and authority intersected with new perceptions of the 
Common Council as the representative body not simply of voters but of 
taxpayers. By the 1820s, municipal finance had shifted from rents and 
fees collected from public properties to taxes on private property. The 
legitimacy of local governments’ actions depended on the broad con
sent of citizens whose money supported public expenditures. Despite 
propertyless white men’s participation in city elections, merchants, 
proprietors, and taxpayers maintained the closed character of the local 
political process by controlling the agenda, budget, and policies of 
city government.

During the 1821 constitutional debates, Martin Van Buren, though 
rejecting Chancellor Kent s arguments on behalf of the property fran
chise, had pragmatically acknowledged that landed interests would re
main at the core of politics. “Basing representation on property,” he 
had argued, was desirable only “to protect property against prop
erty. . . .  It is when improvements are contemplated at the public ex
pense and when for those and other objects, new impositions are to be 
put upon property, then it is that the interest of different sections of 
the [city] come into contact—and then it is that their respective weight 
in the legislature becomes important to them.”*̂  Propertied citizens 
did not need protection from propertyless voters; because people with
out property were not subject to government’s “impositions,” their 
claims on government’s powers would remain marginal. Different 
sections of propertied New Yorkers, in contrast, engaged in intense 

competition over state policies that directly impinged on their ma
terial interests.
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Within a government organized to arbitrate the competition of 
“property against property,” how did propertyless New Yorkers (in
cluding women and children) make claims on the social resources that 
sustained the city’s political economy? Their labor produced much of 
the city’s “common” wealth, but the nature of government restricted 
their political claims. Despite the bold experiment of the Working 
Men’s Party in 1829, journeymen and laborers who formed the ranks of 
the Jacksonian party looked primarily to local government—as they 
had done for half a century—for job patronage. Or they campaigned 
for public services (free schools) or protections (lien legislation) that 
only indirectly addressed the shifting balance of economic power. The 
historical and constitutional definition of local government’s limited 
powers and responsibilities, the party system, and workingmen’s own 
commitment to private property constrained both the organization and 
the expression of the overt class politics that posed propertyless against 
propertied in antebellum New York City.

In a sense, then, the arguments of advocates of universal white male 
suffrage were borne out. The emerging social antagonisms of the mar
ket economy, between employers and workers, landlords and tenants, 
did not move onto the formal political agenda as overt issues that fell 
within the range of legitimate governrtiental action. Still, by their very 
presence within the community and through the occupation and uses 
of space, growing numbers of propertyless New Yorkers exerted indi
rect pressures on the process of city government and on the political 
negotiations of property against property. As housing conditions cast 
class relations into a new social geography in the 1820s and 1830s, most 
struggles over local public policies did not take place in the electoral 
arena. Rather, landowners, leaseholders, tenants, and vagrants as
serted their conflicting interests and needs in response to the Common 
Council’s day-to-day decisions regarding city development, public wel
fare, and the preservation of public order. These “administrative is
sues overlapped in the regulation of public property, particularly the 
making and uses of the city s streets.

“Wealth Must Lose Its Influence’: Public Improvements

The streets of New York were the city’s common ground, the place 
where people of all walks of life encountered one another as they 
worked, socialized, or simply passed by. But the streets were not com
mon property. Not all citizens had equal claims to the uses and the 
benefits of the streets. Rather, streets were public property, owned by
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the municipal corporation. From the early eighteenth century, the un
derlying aim of the corporation’s street policies was to promote com
merce in the very literal sense of facilitating the unimpeded circulation 
of commodities. In addition to passing ordinances to open new streets, 
the Common Council proscribed stoops, awning poles, and piled build
ing materials or merchandise that obstructed traffic; and aldermen reg
ulated the activities of licensed hawkers, carters, and even leaseholders 
in moving their houses. Eighteenth-century municipal officials had sel
dom found it necessary to explain the advantages of the corporation’s 
policies to port proprietors.

Into the early nineteenth century, aldermen drew on this mercantile 
tradition to present their reasons for mandating particular improve
ments in simple formulaic terms that asserted an unelaborated “public 
convenience,” “advantage,” or “utility” to the neighborhood. In dissolv
ing the institutions of mercantile monopoly, however, aldermen in the 
republican city had found it necessary to emphasize their commitment 
to the redefined general public good. Thus, when breaking a ferry 
franchise monopoly, one committee had explained that “the conve
nience, safety and accommodation of the Community are the principal 
objects to be attained,” and further, that it was “perfectly immaterial 
and totally foreign to the principles which should govern the decisions 
of this board, to enquire whose property is benefitted or is not bene- 
fitted by [improvements].”®”

Whatever their professed interest in accommodating the “Com
munity ” as a whole, in determining where and when to build new 
streets or utilities aldermen did have to inquire whose property was 
benefited, for such calculation became the basis of paying for public 
works. According to the benefits assessment system, adjacent propri
etors were assigned the costs of opening streets or public squares (and 
later of introducing sewers and water and gas lines) because whatever 
the larger public advantages, proprietors immediately gained from the 
enhanced convenience, rents, and land values that accompanied new 
traffic and development. The assessment system and local property tax
ation established an essential principle of reciprocity between private 
and public interests and benefit; in doing so, it also divided the inter
ests of propertied and propertyless New Yorkers by establishing the 
former’s greater claims on local government’s policies.®*

In the decades following the Revolution, settlement north of Cham
bers Street drew more and more proprietors into negotiation with city 
officials as to when and at whose expense vacant land would be brought 
into “productive use,” that is, rendered accessible for development. 
The 1811 grid plan had prescribed the street layout, but the Common
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Council determined the timing of taking land, assessing damages and 
costs, and grading, paving, and widening streets. The Board of Aider- 
men (and later the Board of Assistant Aldermen) made daily decisions 
largely in response to petitions and remonstrances. Proprietors—land- 
owners and long-term leaseholders—engaged in fierce personal and 
political competition over the locations and costs of street improve
ments. Much of the conflict turned on varying real estate investment 
strategies set against particular neighborhood histories of land use. 
Since any proposal regarding the streets immediately met with remon
strances, the aldermen identified and counted signatures on both sides 
of any proposal and often accepted majority rule; the majority that 
mattered, however, was not a street’s residents but rather the people 
who held title to the property or had an interest in it.“

With the real estate market booming between 1825 and 1835 (de
spite a recession in 1829), city officials found that there were often 
conflicting interests even in the same piece of land. Large landowners 
generally passed on tax and assessment costs to their long-term lease
holders, claiming that the latter enjoyed the immediate benefits of 
public improvements. But sometimes long-term leaseholders risked 
losing everything to this principle. In one extreme but perhaps telling 
1827 case, a judge described the situation of the leaseholder of John 
Jacob Astor’s Vauxhall Gardens, a popular pleasure ground: “Madden, 
the tenant of Astor, had a lease for fourteen years on the garden; and 
was bound [by covenant] to occupy it as a garden and nothing else; he 
was obliged to pay $750 rent at all events, and to pay assessments for 
opening streets through his garden, thereby destroying the property 
for the only use to which he could apply it. The damage to Madden 
was great, the judge acknowledged, but Astor experienced no loss, as 
he still could collect rent, and furthermore, “the property would be 
returned to him and instead of a garden he would have a great many 
building lots with the street already made at the expense of Madden, 
whose interest was destroyed by it.”“̂  The case, affecting one of the 
most popular resorts in the city, became something of a local cause 
celebre and went through numerous appeals until Madden’s estate won 
its case. But though Astor ultimately had to share some of the assess
ment costs, he alone reaped the capital gains of land developed into 
the impressive colonnaded row houses of Lafayette Place.

Such protracted controversies and the willingness of some propri
etors to challenge assessments in court pushed city officials to elaborate 
ad hoe judgments as to the convenience and utility of particular irh- 
provements into larger policy statements. Early in the century aider- 
men had justified assessments by reminding proprietors that they
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immediately benefited from improvements. In the 1820s, however, city 
officials began to reverse the logic of the relation between public and 
private benefit to argue that public improvements were desirable be
cause they increased the value of private property. Often aldermen 
blurred the lines of argument, as when they recommended the exten
sion of Lispenard Street to Broadway because “the street will be much 
improved and the property materially advanced in value.”*® But by the 
1830s, aldermen’s recommendations (like judges’ opinions) had begun 
to incorporate petitioners’ arguments and viewed street openings and 
modifications through the lens of the competitive real estate market. 
Thus when advocating the widening of Chapel Street in 1836, aldermen 
reported that “it is a well known faet that for a great many years past, 
property in the neighborhood has been in a very low and depressed 
situation [literally as well as financially] . . . and while the price of land 
in other parts of the city has doubled, trebled or even quadrupled in 
value, this land has not at all advanced in price. . . . Hence arose the 
proposal for widening the street.

'The shift in emphasis revealed a new way of looking at the city s 
landscape and in effect commuted land’s use value into exehange value: 
the goal of public improvements was not simply to facilitate the eircu- 
lation of traffic and commodities but rather to encourage the profitable 
circulation and use of real estate itself as a commodity. 'The “public” 
was to benefit not simply in traffic convenience but in the city’s pro
motion of a particular economic sector. Thus officials rhetorically con
structed an entrepreneurial public that identified its collective interest 
as aggregate economic growth and placed the real estate market at the 
center of the local economic expansion.

The shift fi-om mercantile to commonwealth to utilitarian conceptions 
of public improvement policy derived in part from the shift in the mu
nicipal corporation’s own goals as a proprietor and an institution. In 
1813 the comptroller had suggested the city’s immediate identification 
with private property owners when he explained that he was at all 
times desirous to enhance the value of the public property and to ren
der it more productive, ” and recommended a project that would serve 
the corporation’s own proprietary interests “and also improve the 
City.”*̂  In other words, the city, like any other proprietor, measured 
the value of an improvement by its immediate impact on land use and 
productivity. But as the source of public revenues shifted from fees, 
licenses, and rents to taxes, the Common Council’s interest in improv
ing its own property gave way to policies aimed at increasing the 
tax base, a political strategy that also represented an effort not to in
crease the tax rate. This “self-interest” of the municipal corporation in
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submerging the costs of its operation in the profitability of real estate 
investment blended easily with utilitarian arguments that rising land 
values were in and of themselves a “public good that perforce im
proved the City.”*®

If the municipal corporation’s expanded program of public improve
ments in the 1820s derived its legitimacy from an earlier mercantile 
tradition, it also signaled the formation of new “political” coalitions that 
were identified less by party affiliation than by common interests in 
real estate development. At the center of these coalitions stood various 
groups of investing proprietors. Some lower Manhattan merchants and 
landlords urged street widenings that initiated the commercial upgrad
ing of older blocks of stores and artisan houses and shops. Petitioning 
rentiers and developers were subdividing and distributing large farm 
tracts north of the central business district to tap the burgeoning resi
dential market. And hundreds of lesser proprietors who purchased or 
leased vacant lots from rentiers or developers supported the opening of 
streets that would permit them to realize the value of their petty in
vestments and speculations. As property taxes attached new carrying 
costs to landowner ship, these sectional real estate interests inter
sected with city proprietors’ more general interest in a policy that kept 
the general tax rate down by enlarging the aggregate base. Even down
town merchants who owned property primarily for their own enter
prises welcomed policies that spread the tax burden away from the 
lower wards, where land values were highest.*®

Support for local governments’ promotion of real estate as an invest
ment sector was not limited to investing proprietors or taxpayers. New 
York’s petty artisan proprietors (for example, Greenwich Village weav
ers) most suffered the impact of public improvements when rising 
rents pushed them out of their neighborhoods. But for many wage 
earners the inconvenience of moving when rents rose mattered less 
than opportunities for employment on street projects. In 1818, the 
Chelsea rentier Clement Moore attacked these laborers when he pro
tested public improvement policies that required him to help pay 
for the grading and opening of streets through his cherished country 
estate. In Moore’s mind, the whole liberal policy of street im
provements arose not from city officials alliance with real estate inter
ests but rather from artisan officeholders’ concessions to a property
less constituency.

“Sometimes a considerable portion of our corporation are mechan
ics,” Moore charged in an angry pamphlet, “and persons whose influ
ence is principally among those classes of the community to whom it is 
indifferent what the eventual result of their industry may be to society
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Junction of Broadway and the Bowery. Engraving by George M. Bourne, 1831. 
Phelps Stokes Collection; Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints, and 
Photographs; The New York Public Library; Astor, Lenox, and Tilden Foundations.

if they but obtain employment and are well paid out of the pockets of 
their richer fellow citizens.” Contemplating the expense of opening 
new streets on his Chelsea farm, Moore envisioned a conspiracy of 
“cartmen, carpenters, masons, pavers and all their host of attendant 
laborers” who “would find their account in having the streets of the 
city yearly ploughed up and dug down and filled in and in moving the 
houses pulled to pieces and rebuilt as fast as hands could be found and 
money obtained for these purposes.” Before the depression of the 
1840s, public officials seldom explicitly acknowledged the link between 
public works and jobs. But the long history of party patronage suggests 
that, for all his bitterness, Moore had correctly identified a key issue in 
some propertyless New Yorkers’ support for a policy that by promoting 
rising land values also endorsed rising rents.

Rentiers such as Moore complained that public works were defacing 
Manhattan’s natural beauty. But another loosely constructed “political”
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coalition saw in a utilitarian policy of public improvements an opportu
nity to enhance their own residential neighborhoods. This group who 
might be identified as the producers and consumers of ornamental city 
improvements—drew on the rhetoric and values of home life to advo
cate the construction and embellishment of respectable neighbor
hoods, public squares, and promenades. Identifying their own material 
and cultural interests with the city’s status vis-£l-vis other cities, devel
opers and elite householders presented themselves as the public whose 
“good” required such amenities as those found in European capitals. 
Such newspapers as the Evening Post and the New-York Mirror (whose 
editors identified themselves as orthodox in our morals, our religion 
and our politics”) actively lobbied for programs that brought the city s 
image up to new standards of “convenience, taste and elegance. New 
York’s “embellishment and beauty,” the Mirrors Samuel Woodworth 
declared in 1825, “will give her a fair claim to rank among the most 
elegant cities in the world.”^‘

In the late 1820s, policies to improve the citys public image went 
hand in hand with new strategies for investment in residential real es
tate. To embellish the “monotonous” interchangeable city blocks, pro
prietors and developers combined restrictive covenants with an 
accelerated campaign for government favors. In 1828, for example, 
when Isaac Pearson offered for sale at $12,000 the row houses he had 
erected on Bleecker Street between Greene and Mercer, the purchas
ers were required to covenant that the ten feet between Bleecker 
Street and the front walls of the dwelling houses there erected shall 
forever hereafter be and remain open court or space and not appropri
ated or occupied by any edifice or wall nor in any manner obstructed 
otherwise than by an ornamental fence or railing enclosing the 
same.”^  Having created the effect of a uniform residential park, Pear
son gained the Board of Aldermen’s permission to rename his Bleecker 
Street block Leroy Place. The Common Council also endorsed the pri
vate zoning of Lafayette Place, Waverly Place, Irving Place, and Uni
versity Place, granting developers permission to enclose parts of the 
block with railings and/or to adopt new names to distinguish their ad
dresses from the streets they occupied.**

The trend toward “enclosed” residential blocks threatened to trans
form the city’s street system. Thus in 1834, faced with proposals for 
“Lorillard Place” and “Rutgers Place,” Jacksonian aldermen reconsid
ered the public interest in converting streets into places. At issue 
was not whether the local government should encourage elite residen
tial development, for the aldermen “expressed unfeigned gratification 
at the very great and beautiful changes which within a few years past
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have taken place in the style of buildings for the city. Rather they wor
ried that such “refinements” posed an inconvenience to visitors and 
residents trying to follow street directions. The already established 
“places” remained as publicly sanctioned class enclaves within the egal
itarian grid.^

If commercial interests in convenient traffic directions occasionally 
overrode residential elegance, other projects revealed public officials’ 
essential sympathy with efforts to organize the real estate market to 
support new class values. Correlating the appreciation of beauty and 
land values, the developer Samuel Ruggles was especially successful in 
persuading the Common Council to modify the city street plan and 
even to provide subsidies for his elite residential parks Irving Place, 
Gramercy Park, and Union Square. In 1831, in response to Ruggles’ 
petition to create Gramercy Park, the Street Committee concurred 
that they “ought not only to lay out more public squares but also to 
facilitate enterprising individuaJs in laying out private squares. Ac
cordingly the committee recommended a special tax apportionment for 
land on which Ruggles “intend[ed] to prevent the purchasers . . . from 
erecting other buildings than private dwelling houses. He also pro- 
pos[ed] to enclose the square with an ornamental iron fence, maintain 
the same at his own expense, and keep it forever unoccupied so as to 
admit the free circulation of air.” ®̂ Ruggles did not intend to admit the 
free circulation of the public. As with St. John s Park, only the propri
etors of its bordering houses held keys to Gramercy Park. In the case 
of Ruggles’ development of Union Square, the city itself supplied the 
ornamental fence to create a park out of the shapeless ill-looking place 
devoid of symmetry,” and again explained its logic by reference to the 
twin benefits of public beauty and advanced land values.^®

The alliance of real estate developers, bourgeois householders, and 
public officials gained its greatest momentum with the speculative con
struction of residential parks and “places” on the city’s periphery. Tax 
money went to transform such spaces as the old paupers’ burial ground 
of Washington Square and to create new spaces such as Tompkins Park; 
and even without subsidies or special dispensations, the high prices and 
rents of new luxury dwellings covered the private assessment costs of 
ornamenting such spaces as Gramercy Park. Then, too, once a new 
tone to the neighborhood had been established, aldermen received 
sympathetically petitions such as the one from the developer Dudley 
Selden, urging that a sliver of land be taken to widen Art Street in 
Greenwich Village. Selden, who had made liberal offers to the black
smith who owned the land, complained that the blacksmith s shop was 
“a wretched hovel . . . [and] a great nuisance to the neighborhood and
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must of course very materially lessen the value of his [Selden’s] prop
erty.” The aldermen concurred in the “propriety” of taking the protest
ing blacksmith’s lot “for public purposes.”^̂

In the city’s older, commercially and residentially mixed neighbor
hoods, the economic calculus of public improvements rested on a dif
ferent ground. The 1832 cholera epidemic, for example, prompted 
petitions to establish a park at Corlear’s Hook, the center of the ship
building industry. The Committee on Public Lands regretfully re
sponded that although they were “fully aware of the importance of 
public and open places in large and populous cities and would always 
recommend their establishment when such measures [could] be accom
plished without too much individual sacrifice,” they found the Corlear’s 
Hook proposal “too inexpedient inasmuch as the cost would be enor
mous . . . [and] there would be but a small portion of the land suffi
ciently benefitted to induce the owner [the industrialist James Allaire] 
to encounter the large assessments.” A park in a working-class neigh
borhood could yield only a limited return in increased rents. In addi
tion to the landowner’s veto power, the aldermen also pointed to 
merchants’ need to reserve shoreline property for commercial uses.^®

City officials and real estate developers recast the rule of property in 
New York City in the first third of the nineteenth century by mobiliz
ing public authority to support private proprietors’ pursuit of profit in 
real estate. Like the British Board of Trade, city officials offered en
couragement to the city’s entrepreneurs, but they did so in the name of 
a democratic public and addressed themselves to the market circulation 
of land and houses rather than goods. In the twentieth century, this 
logic of public improvements for the sake of private accumulation has 
become firmly entrenched in prevalent versions both of “human 
nature” (the necessity of incentives) and of rational economic behavior 
(efficient allocations of land use). But what were the implications of this 
new government policy that encouraged and even subsidized real es
tate development in the early nineteenth century?

With the population steadily expanding, new streets needed to be 
opened, and in theory access to vacant lands on the city’s periphery 
would ultimately reduce house prices and rents for propertyless New 
Yorkers by increasing the supply of buildings. Indeed, in theory all 
New Yorkers should have benefited equally fi-om the squares opened in 
the 1830s and the sewers and water lines laid in the 1840s and 1850s. 
But some New Yorkers were more equal than others.

As had been true on Chambers Street two decades earlier, the build
ing of elite residential blocks in the vicinity of Washington Square and 
Union Square removed the scattered houses and shops of artisan land-
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owners and leaseholders. And as promised by the very logic of the 
assessment system, landholders who footed the bills for public im
provements recouped those costs in advanced land prices and rents. In 
an era when investors were only beginning to define the prospects for 
profits in the housing market, returns from the residential parks and 
“places” north of Canal Street fueled investors’ expectations and spec
ulations on other “uptown” streets. “The exceeding rapid increase of 
our population, and the measures which have been taken to lay out and 
form public squares,” the aldermen explained, have so much en
hanced the value of lots in their vicinity as to render it desirable for 
persons of lesser means to turn their attention to situations somewhat 
more removed . . . where lots can be purchased at such a moderate 
rate as to come within their means. But as aggregate land values rose, 
fewer and fewer New Yorkers could gnin access to proprietorship or 
afford the space for independent housekeeping.^^

Unlike the “private improvement” of Chambers Street, the new pat
terns and relations of city land use were actively shaped by the local 
government. The political process offered neither precedent nor means 
for consulting the propertyless public on how the citys landscape 
should be organized. Decisions regarding the locations of new ameni
ties and utilities rested on the aldermen s weighing of proprietors com
peting petitions; the inconvenience of relocating tenants—and the 
larger implications of social displacement—seldom tipped the policy 
scales. Furthermore, the exclusion of propertyless New Yorkers from 
the decision-making process, as well as their relative weakness within 
the real estate market itself, meant that wage-earning tenant families 
could not share in new public utilities and amenities. Landlords, who 
saw little prospect of recouping from wage-earning tenants the assess
ment costs of sewers and water and gas lines, generally opposed the 
introduction of utilities into the city’s working-class neighborhoods and 
tenant houses.'*”

The inequities of power revealed in city policy, however, reached 
much deeper than whether propertyless New Yorkers could participate 
in the decision-making process or enjoy the benefits of parks, sewers, 
and water in their neighborhoods. The priority assigned to invest- 

—the abstraction of land use into competitive returns on costs 
marked the final abandonment of the republican vision of independent 
proprietorship as a common political goal and a new accommodation of 
land’s circulation as capital. This policy, which promoted rising land 
values and separated the claims of investment from those of customary 
or prior use, left the city with a new problem: “Where are the poor 
to go?”*'
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The aldermen who rhetorically entertained this question when they 
considered petitions to widen and “enhance” Chapel Street quickly 
concluded that “go where they may, they cannot do worse.” But the 
poor could do worse. 'The answer to the aldermen’s question was that 
poor New Yorkers would go into denser and denser tenant houses and 
into the city’s streets. Even as the Common Council asserted increas
ing confidence in its power to improve the city through the regulation 
of the streets, conflicts over definition and uses of public space grew 
sharper in the late 1820s and 1830s. And as they did so, the struggles 
of “property against property” over the moral agenda and costs of pub
lic improvements revealed counteralliances among propertied New 
Yorkers whose income or profits came from the “street economy” of 
the city’s poorest neighborhoods.

“Public Morals Must Be Destroyed”: Neighborhood Renewal

New York City’s housing and property relations were changing 
within a contradictory political context. On the one hand, the granting 
of universal white male suffrage suggested that landed property had 
lost its power to control the social and economic order. On the other, 
new claims of landed property to profit had gained local government’s 
endorsement. 'Thus the utilitarian alliance promoted the “public inter
est” of rising land values and subsidized elite residential development. 
But New York’s public—the body of the city’s residents—was larger 
than the constituency that set policy.

The policy of improvements had immediate implications for city res
idents who stood outside emerging utilitarian coalitions. Such “gentry” 
rentiers as Clement Moore surrendered their exclusive control over the 
organization and use of their country estates to the grid’s entrepreneur
ial development. Small independent proprietors, such as the Art Street 
blacksmith who was forced to move, surrendered the benefits of prior 
uses and personal investments in neighborhood networks and custom
ary traffic. But the full implications of local government’s endorse
ment of real estate as an investment sector became most evident in the 
condition of propertyless New Yorkers. Although largely excluded 
and invisible in the lobbying, negotiations, and decision making 
that shaped the city’s landscape, the laboring poor became politically 
visible in their uses of the streets, especially in the city’s oldest ten
ant neighborhoods.

By the 1820s the growing ranks of New York’s laboring poor— 
swelled by recently emancipated blacks, Irish immigrants, single
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women, and dependent children—forced city officials and taxpapers 
alike to redefine the political relation of New Yorkers who controlled 
property to those who had none. People who had no shelter and no 
livelihood were traditionally defined as vagrants. Distinguished from 
slaves, who were themselves property; from “dependents,” who came 
under the authority of householders; and from the indigent but settled 
poor who could legitimately claim the assistance of citizens, “vagrants” 
had no rights within the community.

New Yorkers’ campaigns against vagrants dated from the eighteenth 
century, when church wardens could warn paupers out of town. After 
the Revolution, city officials had taken over the task of conducting pe
riodic sweeps of the streets to bring up for examination all vagrants, 
negroes, common prostitutes and other persons likely to become 
chargeable, whom they may suspect have not gained a legal settlement 
to the end that they may be removed before the winter sets in.” This 
1807 conflation of social categories typified the social perceptions of 
the era. Fears of vagrancy among blacks had recurred in debates over 
gradual emancipation and prompted requirements that owners have 
their slaves “certified” as self-sufficient by the Almshouse. Indigent 
single women without male protectors—implicitly common prosti- 
tutes’’—stood as a second class of people who had no claims on a social 
order that viewed access to property as essential to social standing.

When such sweeps of vagrants could not clear the city of poverty, 
city officials and private citizens expressed increasing anger at the ris
ing costs of poor relief In 1817, officials charged with “providing for 
the Poor” complained that “many hundreds of poor persons, from dif
ferent parts of this and the neighboring States, resort to New York, 
especially in winter to throw themselves upon the bounty of the citi
zens . . . produc[ing] an intolerable burden upon private and public 
charity.”'*̂  But in the context of periodic depressions, seasonal unem
ployment, Irish immigration, and the migration of blacks from Long 
Island, Westchester, and New Jersey after being emancipated without 
resources—particularly during harsh winters—transient paupers as a 
class were increasingly indistinguishable from the city s settled labor
ing poor. By the 1820s, accusations against “outsiders” who unfairly 
claimed New Yorkers’ assistance were giving way to new percep
tions and fears of the poor as a permanent presence within the city s 
social landscape.

Spurred by evangelicism, the temperance movement, and the in
creasing visibility of poverty, middle-class New Yorkers organized new 
charities and paid higher taxes to reform and relieve the poor."*® But 
the larger problem that poverty posed to the liberal program of city
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improvement lay not simply in claims on the purse but in the claims of 
the propertyless on the uses of public property—on the streets—and 
by extension on the rights of private property. According to both tradi
tional definitions of private property rights and new utilitarian con
cepts, one issue in regard to the use of the streets by the poor revolved 
around the “injury” they did to adjacent proprietors’ exclusive interests 
in the benefits of their houses and shops.

New York’s propertied and unpropertied citizens asserted different 
claims on the public landscape. Propertied New Yorkers proposed to 
order streets primarily in accordance with principles that enhanced the 
convenience and value of private property: principles of traffic effi
ciency and public image. For respectable householders, the rights of 
private property included protection from unwanted intrusions from 
the streets; through restrictive covenants they sought to extend this 
protection to exclude “incompatible ” uses of their blocks and thus to 
secure their investments. For traders and shopkeepers, those rights 
rested on customers’ unobstructed access to their shops and the restric
tion of competition from transients.

As peddlers, ragpickers, prostitutes, scavengers, beggers, and some
times criminals. New York’s casual laboring people used the streets as a 
common landscape that subverted private property’s exclusionary pow
ers. The street economy rested on the elimination of shop rents and 
the spontaneity of encounters. Without “overhead” payments to a land
lord, it was possible to gain or supplement subsistence by peddling 
fruits, oysters, hardware, used clothing, or sexual favors. Scavenging, 
the illicit activities of shoplifting and pawning petty merchandise, and 
gambling could further extend wages. No less than foraging on rural 
common land, the “liberty” of the streets supported the city’s poor
est residents."*®

As the street economy of the laboring poor expanded, petitioners 
complained in 1829 that peddlers “did injury” to the “fair and regular 
traders” of the city. Their offenses, as rehearsed in a petition urging 
the state legislature to “prohibit the practice of hawking and peddling 
articles of merchandise through the streets of the city,” were at once 
economic and moral:

1) The evil tendency of such mode of dealing upon public morals, 
many children and minors being engaged in it and it being a va
grant mode of life.
2) The facility it affords for disposing of stolen property and the 
opportunities it presents to commit thefts without detection or 
punishment.
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3) The gross imposition to which it exposes many persons and fam
ilies in the quality of goods thus offered for sale.
4) Total want of responsibility on the part of persons engaged in 
Ae mode of dealing and the injury it does to fair and regular trad
ers who pay rent for stores.

w  In using the language of vagrancy, the petitioners invoked the custom- 
^  ary definition of people without rights in the community. Peddlers who 

did not “pay rent for stores,” who were frequently children, who stole 
to secure liSfe’s necessities, and who did not respect the rights of the 
city’s “fair and regular traders” challenged the social authority of pri
vate property. The small shopkeepers who sought protection from such 
competition welcomed local government’s intervention to enforce their 
claims as both private proprietors and members of the legitimate pub
lic to the rights and benefits of the streets by keeping them clear of 
people who pursued a “vagrant mode of life. ’

Such conflicts between petty proprietors and the laboring poor 
within mechanic neighborhoods extended outward into the relations 
between neighborhoods. For if the peddling and foraging of the tran
sient poor impinged on private property rights, so much greater were 
perceptions of the injury that the “settled” street economy of poor ten
ant neighborhoods did to respectable New Yorkers’ expectations for the 
larger city’s improvement. Thus alongside renewed efforts to restrict 
the activities of public drinking, peddling, and prostitution, officials 
began to focus their attention on particular tenant neighborhoods that 
they perceived to be breeding grounds of the vagrant mode of life. As 
the municipal corporation launched a program of regrading, widening, 
and repaving the streets of lower Manhattan, petitioning citizens and 
city officials proposed a new remedy for the perceived dangers of such 
neighborhoods: slum clearance.

New York City’s experiments in slum clearance through the widen
ing or closing of particular streets began in the spring of 1829, when 

J  the Common Council received several petitions to clear a triangle of 
land in the Five Points neighborhood of tenants, taverns, and “horrors 
too awful to mention.” Noting that Five Points is a place of great 
disorder and crime and it would be particularly desirable to rid the 
city of the Nuisance complained of,” some 2,400 memorialists from 
outside the neighborhood urged the city to exercise its powers of emi
nent domain to take the land and to build a new city jail on the site.^® 
City officials’ claims to the unity of their moral and economic respon
sibility in ordering the city’s streets brought them up against com
peting private interests, and on the same day two aldermanic
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committees split sharply in response to petitions to clear the Five 
Points triangle.

The Street Committee, finding “that nearly all the buildings occupy
ing the ground are in ruinous Condition of but Little value and occu
pied by the lowest description and most degraded and abandoned of 
the human species,” recommended that the triangle’s intersecting 
streets be widened to forty feet each, “the remainder of the ground to 
be appropriated for Public purposes.”'*® The Police and Jail and 
Bridewell committees, on the other hand, jointly rejected their peti
tion, reasoning that the low landfilled ground at Five Points would pro
duce “great Mortality in a crowded prison.” The incarceration 
committee observed further that however offensive its style. Five 
Points paid its own way: they knew “of no public use which this block, 
if taken, could be put to, [and] it would probably be valued very high 
to the Corporation as it produces a great rent on account of its being a i /  
good location for small retailers of liquor who have located themselves 
in the vicinity. What may be considered a nuisance has in reality in
creased the value of the property.”®"

Here was a central tension in the liberal agenda for simultaneously 
enhancing the city landscape and promoting aggregate economic 
growth. 'The economic advantages of respectable neighborhoods at the 
city’s periphery lay in the rate at which land apppreciated in value; 
landlowners and developers realized the benefits of new or renamed 
streets and public squares by constructing buildings of high quality 
which attracted the city’s wealthiest residents. Once a respectable res
idential block had been established, investment depended on preserva
tion of the neighborhood’s amenities. As the buildings of the city’s 
older neighborhoods decayed over time, land values did not advance so 
rapidly. 'The value of such buildings to investing landowners rested less 
on the calculus of rates of appreciation than on the level of rents col
lected over and above costs. 'The very deterioration of old buildings 
reduced landlords’ tax and maintenance costs; and subdivision for more 
tenants increased rents.

By the 1830s, Five Points and the Lispenard Meadows territory of 
the old Trinity Church farm were the oldest and most densely occu- t /  
pied neighborhoods in the city. When landlords found they could not 
attract “respectable” tenants, they had turned the houses over to lease
holders who operated them as brothels, gambling houses, and taverns, 
thus producing “commercial rents” that far exceeded what the houses 
would generate solely as multitenant residences. Afro-American New 
Yorkers, excluded from legitimate trades and unable to afford housing 
in other neighborhoods, often operated these “red light ” establish-
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ments, even as they preserved their respectable church and associa- 
tional life within the same territory. These neighborhoods also accom
modated new waves of Irish laboring families. And since it was poverty 
rather than race that attracted people to these neighborhoods, the spa
tial mixing of poor whites and blacks fanned fears of “amalgamation.”®̂

The issue of race relations—or more precisely, the issue of blacks 
and whites freely socializing with one another—ran as a subtext 
through much of the discussion of poverty in the 1820s and 1830s. The 
imposition of the property qualification on black voters had revealed 
white New Yorkers’ assumption and determination that Afro-Americans 
would remain among the city’s poorest residents and that the cost of 
that poverty would be their right to vote, their very membership in the 
sovereign public. Northern masters who emancipated slaves frequently 
left them without resources; dockworkers, carters and other artisans 
repeatedly reasserted the color line in their trades. But the crowding 
and physical contamination familiar to the city’s indigent blacks were 
also conditions that might be encountered by laboring white femilies 
confronted by chronic unemployment, the death of a primary wage 
earner, or separation from a family support network. Precisely because 
they belied assertions of the “distinction of color,” poor neighbor
hoods with an “amalgamated” racial population became the city’s most 
threatening emblem of poverty’s “contagion.” Even before racial and 
antislavery tensions erupted in the ^ 8 3 4  anti-abolition riots? city offi
cials sympathetically entertained new proposals for the “remedy” 
of clearance.

The initiative for extending the city’s power of eminent domain to 
clear the Five Points triangle came from outside the neighborhood, be
cause it was respectable outsiders who perceived the neighborhood as 
a danger to the city as a whole. The particularly offensive block con
tained, an 1831 report noted, nine houses “all old and mostly built of 
wood” and three small brick-front houses. The residents numbered 
“about 175 of whom more than two-thirds are vagrants, having no vis
ible or honest means of hvelihood.” Furthermore, there were about 80 
black tenants and 120 females, “all of whom, with the exception of per
haps 10-15, are proper objects for a Magdalen asylum.”®* Despite the 
ambiguous arithmetic, it was a familiar catalogue of people without 
rights in the community. By their presence, petitioners claimed, the 
Five Points tenants obstructed (and tempted) the flow of respectable 
social traffic through city streets. Thus reformers presented an argu
ment on behalf of slum clearance which has persisted for more than a 
century and a half, claiming that “experience has shown that it is only
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by widening the streets in the vicinity and thereby inducing capitalists 
to invest their funds in the erection of spacious buildings that any ef
fectual or competent remedy can be effected.”®̂

Five Points was certainly not the city’s only poor, densely crowded, 
physically deteriorated, and racially mixed neighborhood; it was sim
ply the most visible. Its proximity to Broadway and City Hall, as well 
as to the expanding commercial district of Chatham and Pearl streets, 
contradicted popular images of the city’s “enhancement” and pro
gress. And Five Points occupied prime territory between the city’s 
commercial center and some of its finest East Side residential blocks. 
The 1831 clearance proposal, like that of 1829, was blocked by the re
monstrance of Five Points leaseholders, who pointed out that “taking 
the property in question will only send the inhabitants to the neigh
borhood buildings and thereby crowd the greater number of the 
same class together.” But reformers persisted, and in 1 8 3 3  the triangle 
was cleared.®^

The campaign against Five Points had only begun, and by the mid- 
1830s similar arguments were being marshalled in efforts to widen 
other lower Manhattan streets to clear out “nuisances,” particularly on 
such streets as Chapel and Anthony, which had a concentration of black 
residents, taverns, and brothels. In 1836, advocates of widening An
thony Street (which intersected the Five Points neighborhood) ex
pressed both immediate personal and more broadly conceived class 
interests in redeveloping the neighborhood. Among the most ardent 
petitioners for redevelopment were several merchants, a shipwright, a 
master builder, a brass manufiicturer, a surveyor, and a clothier who 
resided on East Broadway and Monroe Street. By the 1830s, these 
blocks formed an island of respectability among the subdivided artisan 
houses of Henry Rutgers’ farmland. The prominent householders were 
offended by the boisterous street life of the adjacent neighborhood to 
the east, which devalued their own environs and culturally isolated 
them from the rest of the city. 'The issue was not traffic flow per se but 
rather the unpleasant experience of traveling through Anthony Street 
to reach Pearl Street, Broadway, or any of the city’s new residential 
parks and places. Widening and extending Anthony Street through the 
Points, petitioners insisted, “will afford a very commodious as well as 
convenient street, at present so much required by the public, which 
when completed can be travelled at all times by our wives and children 
alone, without interruption or insult, which cannot now be done with
out a protector.”®®

The East Broadway and Monroe Street householders were joined .by 
bank and insurance company presidents, substantial retailers in
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Chatham Square and Pearl Street, merchants with property intersect
ing Anthony Street on Broadway, and investors who held lots on 
Anthony itself. Retailers in this second group also urged the widening 
of Anthony to remove the “most disgraceful barrier” of tenant houses 
and brothels, which they believed deterred respectable traffic between 
the “elegant buildings” on Broadway and Chatham Square. Commer
cial proprietors and investors who supported the street’s widening 
knew that individual initiatives in converting single lots to more lucra
tive use were insufficient to realize the advantages of a geographically 
prime location. Only through the assertion of a broad public interest 
could they succeed in transforming the area and along the way capture 
a windfall gain in land prices and rents. “Breaking up this haunt of 
infamy,” they argued, would encourage “proprietors of adjacent ground 
to build houses for respectable families,” which would “greatly benefit 
the owners of lots” and “achieve a moral improvement more effective 
for public safety.”®®

Petitions for Anthony Street’s clearance mobilized remonstrances 
from neighborhood proprietors and landlords faced with the prospect 
of assessments and a change in the neighborhood’s economy. Three 
groups came to the defense of the Anthony Street neighborhood: inde
pendent proprietors, small landlords, and rentiers. Although they had 
different reasons for resisting the demand for clearance, they repre
sented a coalition of propertied interests that in the end was as central 
to the operation of the city’s real estate market as that of merchants, 
developers, and respectable householders.

Some of the protesters were independent householders, shopkeep
ers, and mechanics—a stonecutter, a carter, a laborer/shoemaker, a 
black fruitier, a milliner, a boardinghouse keeper, grocers, and the wid
ows of a wheelwright and a carter, who lived and worked at houses 
they had erected or purchased on leased land; they were less inter
ested in the investment value of their lots and houses than in protect
ing the site of their livelihood or independent housekeeping. Beyond 
the burden of assessments for improvements they didn’t want, both the 
age and condition of their own houses and that of adjacent tenant 
houses kept tax costs in the neighborhood low. The brothers N. C. 
Platt and George W. Platt, jeweler and thimblemaker, respectively, 
complained that renewal would force them to relocate. The former 
held a “favorable lease” on a house at 17 Mulberry Street, “which will 
be taken away from me by such alteration, and thus subject me to the 
necessity of removing my residence farther from my business, which 
would be an item of no small importance and loss of much time, as my 
Clerks reside with me, and the scarcity of dwellings nearer my busi-
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ness would oblige me to remove farther from it.” Such householders 
had made their own peace with their poorer neighbors.®^

The small proprietors and householders aligned themselves with a 
group that had a different kind of interest in the neighborhood. This 
second group consisted of the leaseholding landlords of tenant houses, 
many of which were used as brothels and taverns. The grocers Patrick 
Collins and Elijah Valentine, for example, owned four tenant houses; 
the undertaker Abram Florentine owned two houses as well as a livery 
stable and his own house in the neighborhood; the widow A. Guion ran 
a china shop and owned three neighboring houses. These petty land
lords also objected that they could not afford the assessment costs as
signed them under long-term leases for improvements that would 
remove the very tenants (wage earners and prostitutes) on whose rents
the landlords depended.®®

The small proprietors and landlords of Anthony Street and Five 
Points were joined by a group of rentiers who included some of the 
most prominent men in the city—Benjamin Romaine, Henry Remsen, 
John L. Livingston, and Peter Lorillard. In defending the “haunt of 
infamy” from the improving impulses of other respectable citizens, 
they found themselves in a somewhat awkward position. Although 
doubtless aware of the illicit activities that generated their rents, they 
defended their interests and their reputations as honorable men with 
paternalistic protestations on behalf of their less-secure leaseholders 
and charged that the moral campaign against Anthony Street was itself 
tainted by the crude material interests of real estate speculators. The 
“plan of the speculation of a few, they insisted, would cause the beg
gary and ruin of many widows and orphans, as also those who hold 
leases, and who are bound to pay all assessments.” Peter Lorillard 
promised that “when the leases of his property expire, he will erect 
good substantial houses,” but reiterated his concern for his present 
leaseholders’ risk of “ruin.”®®

This alliance of large and small proprietors came to the defense of 
the neighborhood’s poor and transient wage-earning tenants, who were 
ultimately the source of revenues and profits from Anthony Streets 
houses. “We are not disposed to join in the crusade which is carried on 
by the speculator against the poor, ” they declared at a large meeting 
at the Sixth Ward Hotel, “and are not reconciled to measures that 
drive hundreds from their homes under the specious plea of improving 
a neighborhood.” After all, if there was a vicious class in Five Points, 
“we desire to be informed to what location such a class can be driven 
more desirable than the vicinity of our criminal courts and offices 
of detention.”®”
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Revealing the economic interdependency and shared vulnerability of 
New York City’s petty proprietors, small landlords, and poorest labor
ing tenants, as well as the opportunism of rentiers, the meeting also 
reiterated charges of corruption and speculation. Thus the meeting’s 
remonstrance stressed—probably with reference to Alderman Myndert 
Van Schaick, who owned three lots on Anthony and had signed a peti
tion for its clearance—that “such [of] our fellow citizens as hold seats in 
the City Council, ought never to allow themselves to vote upon, much 
less to be active in urging measures in which they have a direct pecu
niary interest.” “A few interested and influential individuals, ” far from 
seeking to serve the public good, were making “exertions” for Anthony 
Street’s clearance in order “to obtain special legislation for their private 
pecuniary advancement.”®̂

Such struggles over the poorest tenant neighborhoods revealed un
derlying structures—the methods of “private pecuniary advance
ment”—that stood at the heart of the city’s simultaneous drive for 
improvement and the steady deterioration of housing. Proprietors’ and 
reformers’ debates over widening streets and thus clearing lower Man
hattan’s older artisan/tenant neighborhoods arose in tandem with the 
beautification of elite residential blocks. “Moral improvement” won out 
in the initial struggle over Anthony Street’s widening, but the neigh
borhood proprietors were able to overturn the aldermen’s decision 
when the 1837 panic brought real estate investment and government 
redevelopment policy to a temporary halt. The “sudden reverse,” 
another group of backpedaling improvers explained, meant that im
provements that they had once enthusiastically advocated “would put 
them to great expense and destroy the present usefulness of 
their property.”®̂

During the depression that followed, new market dynamics took over 
the redevelopment process in lower Manhattan. Faced with reduced 
rents, some proprietors made up their losses by adding rear houses and 
tenements, or by crowding in more tenants. With economic recovery 
other investors who had acquired land and houses at depressed prices 
began to build warehouses and stores. The persistence of tenant houses 
and the introduction of new commercial structures on streets below 
Canal Street precluded the building of the “elegant dwellings” envi
sioned by earlier reformers. Respectable New Yorkers had learned 
that the most socially secure neighborhoods were those on the 
city’s periphery, and developers abandoned the effort to persuade 
them otherwise.®®

By the 1840s, Five Points’ tenant houses, brothels, and saloons had 
become, to many citizens’ dismay, a major tourist attraction as the cen-

1/
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ter of the city’s lowlife. New York’s claims to the status of a European 
city were backhandedly achieved when Charles Dickens likened the 
Points to London’s own notorious East End. Meanwhile, the campaign 
to clear the heart and history of Five Points continued well into the 
twentieth century, until it was finally won when courthouses and the 
Police Plaza were constructed on its site .^

On one level conflicts over the uses of streets and the social life of 
New York’s poorest tenant neighborhoods revealed not the divisions 
between propertied and propertyless residents but rather the tensions 
within the local politics of property against property. Manhattan land- 
owners and leaseholders exercised the power of their political and eco
nomic standing to petition public officials to accommodate their needs 
and interests in the organization of the public landscape. Their differ
ences revolved around different modes of securing a living or realizing 
profits fi-om real estate. At this level, the struggle over clearance re
vealed the underlying conditions of the city’s emerging capitalist hous
ing market: the vulnerability of small independent proprietors and a 
dual structure of profits that could be extracted out of elite residential 
blocks and out of crowded tenant neighborhoods. And in this respect, 
tenant neighborhood life, however demoralized, was integral to the 
city’s larger economy: it both sustained the laboring classes and gener
ated profits for a landlord class.

On another level, such struggles suggest that poor New Yorkers sur
vival strategies (and the very culture of a street economy) formed one 
arena of resistance to propertied New Yorkers authority to define ^ d  
control the public agenda for the city’s “improvement.” No less than 
the utilitarian alliances that shaped the logic of improvement policy 
the street economy of the poorest tenant neighborhoods established 
fluid and indeterminate boundaries between public and private spaces 
and interests. By using the streets to secure their livelihoods, however 
illicit in the eyes of respectable citizens, poor New Yorkers restored the 
claims of common property—the right not to be excluded from Ae 
city’s resources. Outside the polity, the city’s poor could make few 
claims other than the practical possession of territory.

Public officials’ impulse to find spatial solutions to the city’s growing 
poverty was not confined to campaigns for neighborhood redevelop
ment. When it was not possible to remove indigent neighborhoods, 
city officials hoped to remove the people. By the mid-iSsos, the 

.yhouse. Bridewell, City Hospital, and Debtor’s Prison had all exceeded 
their physical capacities to accommodate the citys sick, indigent, and 
criminal residents, three categories that frequently overlapped in the 
eyes of men empowered to incarcerate them. Even as aldermen heard
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mid-Manhattan residents’ objections to placing these institutions in 
their neighborhoods, in 1837 the Almshouse Commissioners offered a 
new tactic for isolating New Yorkers who stood outside the dominant 
public order. “The increase in paupers keeping pace with population 
and receiving great addition from the want of present employment for 
the producing classes, together with excessive immigration from Eu
rope,” the commissioners observed, “renders it expedient to revive 
consideration of erecting another establishment for paupers.” The al
dermen agreed that it was “not improper explicitly to state . . . that 
great advantage would be gained by locating such establishment on an 
island separated from that on which the city is built.”®®

Yet, as real wages steadily declined, there was no way to remove the 
presence of poor people who made up the labor pool of New York 
City’s industrializing economy. Although city officials continued to en
tertain proposals for public street improvements that spurred redevel
opment, they increasingly turned their attention to regulating the 
laboring poor through police surveillance. When day watches failed to 
preserve the peace, city officials looked to other cities, particularly 
London, for new models of law enforcement, and after a decade of de
bate, in 1845, they instituted a new citywide police force.®®

Not the least problem for the police in preserving order and protect
ing private property rights was the definition of public offense. One 
typical mid-century police report on persons taken into custody during 
the past three months listed 14,662 arrests (roughly three arrests for 
every hundred city residents). Slightly over 10 percent of those persons 
were arrested for, or on suspicion of, crimes against persons or prop
erty. Over 80 percent had been taken into police custody for various 
forms of “immoral conduct” (including 4,241 for intoxication, disorderly 
conduct, or both) or for “crimes” of condition (7,659 “indigents,” 74 
“lodgers,” 431 lost children, and 428 “vagrants”). The report suggests, 
as reformers had claimed a decade earlier, that the everyday “nui
sance” of life in poor tenant neighborhoods—the crime of poverty it
self—posed the greatest threat to respectable citizens’ feelings of safety 
and command of city streets.®^

When in 1819 John Pintard decried the new “conception of morals” 
in New York City, he pointed to the drive for wealth and the corrup
tion of luxury.®® But when Delegate Buel listed the destruction of pub
lic morals as one condition for the political mobilizaton of the 
propertyless against the propertied, he contemplated the end of re
spect for private property. The difference in their emphases was more 
apparent than real, yet the utilitarian conception of public and private 
morals, by positing unqualified good in expanded competition and ag-
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gregate economic growth, sanctioned the accumulative impulse with
out confronting its social consequences. Worrying that poverty 
impinged on (as well as produced) the benefits of private property, re
spectable New Yorkers could label it as immoral or even criminal. And 
the very definition of poverty’s public immorality limited propertyless 
New Yorkers’ powers to challenge the rights of private appropriation. 
The fact that profit itself came out of the immoral exercise of private 
property rights did not lessen proprietors’ claims to public protection. 
The nature of government did not change, wealth did not lose its in
fluence, and propertyless New Yorkers did not rise up to usurp the 
property of landholders.”

The antebellum language of property and morality, of “prosperity 
and character,” moved fluidly from pulpits and parlors to the offices of 
aldermen and real estate investors. Offended by the living conditions 
of the city’s poorest neighborhoods. New Yorkers in the 1820s and 
1830s blamed neither employers nor landlords but rather the tenants 
themselves. To the extent that bourgeois New Yorkers regarded a new 
institution of property—the home—as the measure of society’s mate
rial and moral progress, it is not surprising that politicians in the 1820s 
and 1830s readily accommodated proposals to enhance elite residential 
neighborhoods and reform immoral tenant neighborhoods. The as
sumption that shaped propertied New Yorkers’ and public officials per
ceptions of poverty—that the laboring poor lacked character as well as 
money—also determined investment strategies within the housing 
market. In the liberal age of egalitarianism, rentiers and builders en
countered little political resistance as they went about the business of 
systematically constructing a class-divided city landscape.

CHAPTER

Building a Housing Crisis

“ I t  is  s t a t e d  that a finished house without a tenant is not to be found 
in this great city, ” the Niles Weekly Register noted in 1825, “and that 
well-dressed families are observed to be occupying houses of which the 
builders do not appear to have accomplished the work so far as to have 
fully closed them in by doors and windows.” Again and again in the 
early decades of the nineteenth century, newspapers, visitors, and res
idents reported that the city did not have enough housing, indeed that 
in some seasons a “private house” was “not to be had for love or 
money.” By the 1840s, the tone of such complaints had gained a new 
urgency. New York City’s chronic housing shortage did more than in
convenience “well-dressed families”; it permanently altered the city’s 
social fabric. “Thousands and tens of thousands,” reported the Morning 
Courier in 1847, “are compelled to exist from day to day under the 
constant, crushing pressure o f . . . terrible sufferings resulting directly 
from the miserable houses in which they live.” Families were sleeping 
in cellars under basement apartments; people without shelter were 
crowding the precinct houses where they were taken as “vagrants” or 
“indigent lodgers”; the city’s mortality rate, particularly in work
ing-class wards, was climbing. New York City faced its first major 
housing crisis. *

On the face of things. New York City did not lack the resources to 
build new housing. In the first quarter of the nineteenth century, spec
ulative building emerged as one of the port’s largest capitalist enter
prises. By the 1820s, two-fifths of the city’s artisans worked in the 
building trades, producing more than a thousand buildings a year. A 
decade later, the capital invested in new construction exceeded $3 mil
lion a year, rivaling the production of ships, clothing, and shoes 
as a major New York industry. Yet in those same years, building failed
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Conclusion:
The Housing Question

By  1850, N e w  Yo r k  C it y ’s capitalist housing market had transformed 
^ h e  spatial organization of everyday life and with it the social relations 

of real property. Landownership had lost its association with the con
ditions of independent proprietorship, and houses no longer shel
tered and integrated trade and domestic labor. Though the proprietary 
house and shop persisted as a residual form, particularly in family- 

 ̂ operated taverns, groceries, and handicraft shops, the vast majority 
A of New York households had moved onto the cash nexus of wages 

1 and rent. The social distribution of shelter, like that of any other com
modity produced for profit, measured economic power; and in the 
years 1785 to 1850, New York City’s working people had lost power, 
their collective claims on the city’s resources, including the value that 
they created as workers and as tenants. No matter how many individual 
families might move up and down the economic ladder, the housing 
market organized class divisions as permanent features of the city’s 
social landscape.

In a culture that vigorously denied fundamental class antagonisms 
and celebrated “society’s” progress, the construction and preservation 
of social distance through distinct residential neighborhoods had 
become a key strategy for ordering city land use into profitable invest
ment. The displacement of older institutions of proprietary indepen
dence was only one part of a larger process that did yield the progress 
of an increasing social capacity to produce new material wealth. Where 
for centuries control of land and housing had represented the primary 
means of controlling labor, the organization of property relations as 
market relations that measured value through exchange dissolved tradi
tional structures of social hierarchy, monopoly, and appropriation. But
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in New York City, control over land and housing had assumed new so
cial meanings and represented a new kind of social power.

By the mid-nineteenth century, landed property relations in New 
York City had changed in part through a change in the social com
position and goals of landowners. New investors, particularly specula
tors and developers who bought up large tracts for construction at 
the city’s periphery, joined and gradually replaced an older generation 
of merchant rentier families. These real estate entrepreneurs did 
not expect to attach their names to the landscape, to pass on the 
stored wealth of prestigious country estates to sons or daughters, or to 
claim political privileges. Rather they looked to sell or to develop 
land in a favorable market and quickly reinvest the returns. And 
when they asserted political power, it was through the influence of 
their money and strategic coalitions rather than through prop
ertied status.*

Manhattan real estate continued to be distributed through a tiered 
system of long-term ground leases, building leases, and subleases. If 
exposes of Trinity Church’s slum housing in the 1840s and 1850s 
and again in the 1870s prompted that venerable institution to divest 
portions of its eighteenth-century land grants, other rentier fam
ilies and new entrepreneurs retained and distributed large tracts 
through ground leases.® Still, property taxes and assessments for 
streets and utilities made the holding of Manhattan land a luxury 
that could be afforded—even when the land was inherited—only 
through close calculation of opportunity costs: interest and taxes set 
against rent revenues and alternative investment outlets. Political 
economic theory reconceptualized “ground rent” itself to analyze not 
only revenues collected from tenants but even land’s “cost” to an 
owner-occupier who might pursue alternative investments. Whereas 
historically land investments had been central to the formation of the 
city’s bourgeoisie, by i860 real estate represented one choice—and 
not necessarily the most lucrative—among many outlets for accumu
lated capital or savings, including finance, industry, transportation, and 
western lands.

Even as social calculations of land’s value changed, fluctuations 
in the real estate market continued to register the health of the 
city’s larger economy. 'Thus the experience of 1837 was replayed in 
1857 and again in the early 1870s. Though real estate remained a 
relatively open sector and continued to absorb the petty capital of 
small entrepreneurs, each depression reinforced the trend toward 
institutional consolidation. By the 1870s, real estate brokerage and
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management firms, incorporated building companies, financial institu- J tions, and neighborhood real estate associations sought to coordinate 
competition and further landed interests in particular locales, and 

' trade journals imparted strategic wisdom alongside recent market 
information.^

Some elements of that wisdom had emerged from the trials and er
rors of the first half of the century. As in the 1820s and 1830s, new 
residential construction was liveliest at the edges of the built town. For 
this very reason, by the 1870s Manhattan real estate investments were 
closely linked to transportation systems, first to the horse-drawn rail
ways and later to the elevated railroads and subways. Having learned 
the benefit of public open ground in establishing residential districts, 
in the 1850s uptown landowners and developers embraced the creation 
of Central Park, more than 600 acres of landscaped beauty guaranteed 
to increase the value of lots and buildings in its vicinity. But the rapid 
growth of Brooklyn and New Jersey towns also expanded the field of 
real estate competition."*

Then, too, after decades of debate over the problematic respectabil
ity of multifamily dwellings, by the late 1870s Manhattan developers 
were shifting from single- and two-family row houses to apartments. In 
doing so they followed the same logic of absorbing land costs through 
intensified occupancy which had prompted the production of tene
ments.” To overcome middle-class New Yorkers’ suspicions of a housing 
form historically associated with poverty, builders added amenities 
lacking in tenements—new utilities and ornamentation—and promoted 
the value of prestigious addresses and the “convenience” of yet a new 
style of “modern housekeeping.” No less than the single-family dwell
ing, the emergence of middle-class apartments restructured domestic 
labor relations by reducing the need for live-in servants to guarantee 
the home’s smooth operation and respectability. And as with the man
agement of tenant houses, the introduction of new tiers of agents and 
managers whose work it was to collect middle-class rents added an
other layer of housing cost, even as it created another sector of mana
gerial employment.®

Still, despite these industry-wide strategies, specific conditions of 
landownership, prior land use, commercial competition, neighborhood 
succession, and the uncertain rhythm of building cycles continued to 
shape the history of particular Manhattan blocks. Not until the twenti
eth century did government support of the residential real estate mar
ket discover in zoning a new means of regulating land use to stabilize 
neighborhoods and enforce spatial and social uniformity as a primary 
public goal. And not until the emergence of Harlem in the early
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decades of the twentieth century did the Manhattan real estate market 
take race—as distinguished from poverty—as a primary category of 
spatial organization.®

Even as new uptown housing absorbed the revenues of the city’s 
middling and elite families in the years 1850 to 1880, the city’s laboring 
people remained concentrated in territories first claimed by the fami
lies of artisans and journeymen, especially on the Lower East Side. As 
each depression ripened downtown lots on the old Rutgers, De Lancey, /  
and Stuyvesant lands by reducing acquisition costs, builders replaced y 
earlier generations of subdivided tenant houses with tenements and 
launched a new cycle of filtering from within. Some of the city’s older 
artisan neighborhoods gave way to commercial redevelopment—partic
ularly the West Side Fifth and Eighth wards, which became the ware
house district now known as SoHo, with expanded sweatshops above 
the stores in cast-iron buildings. In the 1850s, as metal shops, gas- 
houses, and factories located along Manhattan’s shores, new Irish and 
German working-class neighborhoods extended north into Hell’s 
Kitchen on the West Side and Yorktown on the East Side.^

At the heart of the housing market remained the essential strategy of ^  
securing demand by restricting supply. The permanent housing crisis 
moved in waves, exacerbated by swells of immigration following each 
depression. Doubtless for thousands who settled in the city, as for the 
Irish in the 1840s and 1850s, tenements, however crowded, repre
sented an improvement over the living conditions they left behind. 
Each generation of new arrivals adapted their housekeeping to the ex
igencies of crowding and mobility. And working-class families devel
oped cooperative strategies to maintain their standard of living against 
repeated encroachments from landlords and employers alike—from low 
wages and rent hikes that in reducing housing space intensified the 
requirements and reduced the value of domestic labor. However fre
quent their change in domestic quarters, wage-earning New Yorkers 
created neighborhood institutions—informal credit networks, saloons, 
ward clubhouses, benevolent societies, unions, and church congrega
tions—which transformed the territories of hardship into the staging 
grounds of ongoing social contest.®

If investment maps and the logic of the bifurcated housing market ^  
systematically created class territories. New Yorkers drew their own 
boundaries through the daily patterns of social traffic and interaction.
By the 1850s, a new literature of “guides” that “unco^red ” and ■ 
“exposed” the city to its middle-class residents testified to the irrele- ^  
vance of spatial proximity to social knowledge.® But the practical neces
sities of sharing the city landscape also exposed social and Spatial



contradictions that could not be ignored. The questions that emerged 
in the mid-nineteenth century remain with us today: What were the 
social limits of private property rights? Who bore the social costs of 
unlimited rights of appropriation? How within a shared environment 
could any individual justly claim an exclusive interest in and control of 
resources necessary to all? These questions arose not from the most 
oppressed but from middle-class New Yorkers who saw in the city’s 
mid-nineteenth-century housing conditions a danger to their own 
health, safety, and domestic tranquillity, and a threat to the social equi
librium of a free-market society. Their answers to these questions were 
constrained by the contradictions of the mid-nineteenth-century liberal 
republican response to the transformation of property relations into 
market relations. Regarding private property in land (as well as in la
bor) as the means to independent living, reformers who took up the 
housing question had limited ways of addressing the consequences of 
the circulation of land, housing, and labor as commodities.
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The Politics o f  Property

Challenges to the Anglo-American tradition of landed property rights 
first emerged not in the United States but iii Europe, where the priv
ileges of crown, church, and aristocracy came under assault, and in the 
West Indies, where Haiti’s successful slave revolution broke asunder 
the landed basis of racial domination. Such New Yorkers as Chancellor 
James Kent warned of the “Jacobin” threat to republican institutions, 
but it was not just radicals who had begun to question the historical 
foundations and justice of exclusive rights in land or enslaved labor. 
Steeped in a faith in natural rights and natural laws of economic behav
ior, liberal political thinkers could find no principle that overrode every 
mans right to the property of his own labor, and they had begun to 
question the legitimacy of a landed elite’s monopoly of the wealth 
of nations.*”

American political leaders had built and compromised their nation 
on contradictory principles of protecting the institution of slavery while 
at the same time affirming private property rights that found their jus
tification in a person’s ownership of self. The compromise collapsed, 
but only at that moment when the principle of labor’s alienability, the 
free labor market, had transformed the meaning of property in labor. 
Labor power, not persons, not the self, could be bought and sold like 
any other commodity. And where, as in the South, emancipated labor 
had no access to the means of subsistence, landowners reasserted their 
control over labor through their control of land.**
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Having embraced the principle of free labor half a century earlier, 
northern republican leaders sought to secure the benefits of propri
etary independence by abolishing the vestigial property relations of a 
“feudal order.” In New York, farmers drew on the language of the Rev
olution for seventy-five years to attack the state’s “landed aristocracy.” 
In the 1840s and 1850s, New Yorkers struck new compromises on the 
meaning and extent of real property rights through constitutional and 
legal reforms, and the last preemptive powers of a landed social order 
gave way to the imperatives of the market. The political debates of the 
mid-nineteenth century framed the possibilities for state intervention 
in the housing market.

The 1846 movement to write a new constitution in New York drew 
strength from overlapping political developments. Popular attacks on 
the powers of corporations chartered by special legislation, anxieties 
over rising taxes that bailed out state-sponsored canals, and the pres
sures of creditor-debtor relations following the panic of 1837 laid the 
ground for a bipartisan coalition that saw in a revised state constitution 
a new democratic charter. Although motivated by different concerns, 
anticanal Barnburners, Anti-Rent farmers, and reform-minded lawyers 
joined in dismantling an older commonwealth tradition of direct legis
lative involvement in the economy. Attacking state debts (which taxed 
individual initiative), special charters, and feudal tenures, constitu
tional reformers denounced “monopolies” that ran against the demo
cratic republican grain. They simultaneously called for a reduction of 
government’s powers and an increase in electoral participation. Thus 
the 1846 constitution sharply restricted the Legislature’s power to in
cur debts for internal improvements, endorsed general incorporation 
laws, and abolished state inspection of commodities. New provisions for 
biennial Senate elections, single-member Assembly districts, the elec
tion of judges, voter referenda on state debts, and the abolition of 
property requirements for officeholding aimed at bringing government 
action more closely under citizens’ control. *®

Constitutional and legal reforms of the 1840s and 1850s endorsed a 
laissez-feire economy and purported to shift government’s role from 
that of an active agent in economic development to that of the grounds
keeper of the neutral playing field of contractual private property rela
tions. But while democratic utilitarian thought embraced competition 
as the greatest public good, laying the legal and constitutional founda
tions of a free-market economy required the setting of limits on pre
emptive property rights. Antebellum judges had themselves initiated 
the process of weighing absolute private rights against public policy by 
modifying common law doctrines that inhibited new industrial land 
uses. 'The tensions of redefining property rights and adapting them to
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new market conditions without infringing on the principle of the state’s 
responsibility to protect private property was evident in the treatment 
of tenure relations in the 1846 constitution.

Advocates of the 1846 constitution saw its reforms as fulfilling the 
“policy of our government which was to favor free alienation of prop
erty, and to discourage the accumulation and perpetuation of large es
tates in particular families.” Thus the constitution abolished feudal 
tenures, as had the Legislature by statute repeatedly since 1779. Fur
thermore, in an effort to end “feudal” conditions in leases for life or in 
fee, the constitution voided “all fines, quarter sales or other like re
straints upon alienation reserved in any grant of land.” Finally, the con
stitution incorporated the statutory rule against parole (oral) leases of 
more than a year’s duration. By making written leases a matter of fun
damental law, the state presumably encouraged tenants to reject unrea
sonable covenants and thereby protect themselves against feudal 
customs and even the common law.*'*

But delegates representing the cities expressed concern that these 
reforms on behalf of rural leaseholders would interfere with the rights 
and interests of urban landowners. Landlords in the “vicinity of cities” 
often leased their extensive speculative holdings “for agricultural pur
poses for long term, and in view of their being wanted hereafter for 
city purposes,” explained one delegate, who was himself a member of a 
prominent Manhattan merchant landowning family. Restrictions upon 
the length of leases, the delegate complained, would render such lands 
utterly “unproductive” until such time as they might be developed for 
city use. Furthermore, delegates warned that proposals to restrict cov
enants against tenant alienation of leases “would admit of a more gen
eral construction allowing tenants to sub-rent without consent.” If 
extended to cities, such a provision threatened the interests of land
lords “who took care to know who were to be their tenants when they 
made leases and [who] should not be deprived of tbe right to do so.”*® 

City landowners saw to it that reforms that established the principle 
of land’s free alienability did not also discourage strategies that made 
real estate investments competitive with other sectors of capital. The 
1846 constitution placed an “agricultural” qualifier on its prohibition of 
leases for terms of longer than twelve years, allowing city rentiers to 
continue speculative trading in ground leases of twenty-one years and 
longer. 'The restriction on convenants against tenant alienation of leases 
remained, however, and was largely ignored by city rentiers, who con
tinued to covenant against subletting without permission. *®

A similar ambiguity in extending private property rights by limiting 
traditional prerogatives of landholding emerged with the passage of
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New York’s first married women’s property act in 1848. Despite the 
aggressive campaign of such of feminists as Ernestine Rose and Eliza
beth Cady Stanton, most lawmakers who supported the reform saw it 
less as an attack on the economic foundations of patriarchy than as a 
measure that extended men’s powers to protect dependent women. 
New Yorks wealthiest families had long used trusts to create separate 
estates that sheltered wives’ property from husbands’ obligations for 
debts. But reform lawyers who viewed equity jurisdiction as cumber
some and restricted in its benefits joined debtors in the campaign to 
place all wives’ property beyond the reach of creditors. Like the mid
century general incorporation laws that replaced special legislative 
charters, married women’s property acts can be read as part of the 
larger trend to promote commercial ventures by creating a personal 
safety net. Married women’s property rights abolished the patriarchal 
structure of landed property and labor relations in a commercial econ
omy that no longer questioned the rights of appropriation that those 
relations embodied.*^

Alongside the 1846 constitution and 1848 Married Women’s Prop
erty Act, the mid-nineteenth-century land reform movement broad
ened popular discussion of the republican conception of private 
property rights and indeed to many people represented a means of re
solving the tensions between the sanctity of those rights and the prob
lematic social powers of monopoly. The intellectual seeds of land 
reform were laid in England and Ireland, where Chartists, militant 
tenants, and liberal political economists all attacked the political and 
economic position of an elite landed class. David Ricardo and, a gen
eration later, John Stuart Mill questioned the economic utility and so
cial justice of land monopolies; class monopolies of the limited supply 
of natural resources, they argued, arose not from individual initiative 
but from inherited rank. If labor produced all value, what right did 
landowners have to collect in rising rents the “unearned” value that 
resulted from the labors of society as a whole?*®

In the middle decades of the nineteenth century, Americans gave 
the principles of land reform a distinctive twist. As in Europe, radical 
and liberal strains of land reform found different followers. New York 
mechanics who embraced Owenist (and later Fourierist) associationist 
ideas envisioned utopian communities that, replacing competition with 
cooperation, would share the resource of land as common property. 
Although Jacksonian workingmen remained skeptical that freely dis
tributed land could resolve the conflicts they had only begun to artic
ulate as divided interests of capital and labor, they placed land reform 
on their political agenda alongside free education, lien legislation, and
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the abolition of banking monopolies. But when in the late 1820s such 
radicals as Thomas Skidmore carried Owenist principles to their logical 
conclusion and called for the abolition of private property, trade union
ists hastened to reassure the public that they “only want to be secured 
in our labor and have no more intention of taking what does not belong 
to us than we have of taking arsenic.”*®

The stronger strain of American land reform drew on the agrarian 
republican tradition, which viewed individual proprietorship as the 
foundation of personal and civic virtue. Unlike Europe, the United 
States enjoyed an abundance of vacant land. When the frontier was 
opened to settlers, the nation would tap its natural resources without 
challenging the principle of private property rights in land (or, indeed, 
in labor). In the 1840s and 1850s, this faith mobilized popular support 
for the conquest of western territories and triggered lively debate over 
policies to distribute public lands to homesteaders. By the late 1850s, 
the antislavery movement had linked free soil and free labor, and the 
new Republican party endorsed liberal homesteading policies that re
inforced the antislavery alliance of northern farmers, small producers, 
western merchants, railroads, and land speculators.“

Antebellum land reform addressed the question of the exclusive ap- 
propriative powers of landownership by promising those rights to in
creasing numbers of people. Attaching the republican goal of 
proprietary independence to migration, land reformers implicitly con
ceded that that goal could not be realized in eastern cities. But as 
taken up by the labor movement, land reform also represented a strat
egy to improve the conditions of working people within the free labor 
market: if workers’ families could migrate to affordable homesteads, 
those who remained behind might stand in a better bargaining posi
tion. In New York City, workingmen further called on the city to dis
tribute corporation common lands for the construction of workers 
housing. At the very moment when the city took more than 600 acres 
of uptown land out of the market to create Central Park, unemployed 
demonstrators sought to apply the principles of land reform to the 
city’s housing crisis. But with immigration accelerating, neither west
ern migration nor cheap city lands could alleviate the condition of 
workers caught between employers’ and landlords’ drive for profit.®* 

Liberal land reformers, like the advocates of the constitutional and 
legal reforms of the mid—nineteenth century, saw in the distribution 
and unconstrained circulation of abundant land a solution to the threat 
that concentrated wealth posed to a democratic social order. Once pos
itive state policy guaranteed the conditions of distribution, government 
could step back from the market and give private property rights free
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reign. But if the distribution of land embodied the goal of independent 
proprietorship, laissez-faire principles extended to all forms of prop
erty. Even as an older order of landed property relations finally gave 
way to the ideology of a free market that preserved the principle of 
access to proprietorship, a new system of property relations had begun 
to emerge. In a development prefigured by the absentee ownership of 
land, corporations organized individual property rights as claims not on 
the direct use of land, labor, or other resources but as rights to reve
nues, “benefits” severed from use. And even as new corporate institu
tions and powers of absentee ownership emerged, liberal New Yorkers 
began to formulate a new defense of state regulation of individual pri
vate property rights in the use of city land and housing.

Housing Reform

New York City’s first housing reform movement, responding to con
ditions twenty years in the making, took another twenty years to 
achieve its legislative goals. By the 1850s, the housing crisis had re
ceived a decade of publicity from city officials faced with the task of 
explaining and controlling the rising mortality rate, from newspaper 
editors who called upon capitalists to undertake philanthropic building 
ventures, and from private charity leaders who found their agenda for 
moral reform overwhelmed by housing conditions that contradicted the 
very definition of morality attached to respectable home life. Whereas 
reformers of the 1820s and 1830s had focused on the contamination of 
particular neighborhoods tenanted by “vagrants,” by the 1840s respect
able New Yorkers were beginning to view housing conditions through
out the city as cause and symptom of new and dangerous social 
divisions. Indeed, housing conditions became a primary field of social 
interpretation and debate which incorporated a range of mid-century 
intellectual and political currents.

Discussions of agrarian land reform spilled over into the Whig Cou
riers attack on the “practical Fourierism” of working-class neighbor
hoods and Horace Greeley’s Tribune editorials advocating western 
migration. Irish and English immigrants applied their own radical 
brands of land reform in attacks on parasitic city landlords. Physicians, 
drawing on English investigations, added a scientific gloss to moral 
reform efforts, stressing the impact of the social environment on indi
vidual character and the value of professional medical expertise 
in investigations of the problem. Utilitarian merchants who defined 
the public interest as an ever-expanding economy warned that poor
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housing conditions and the social disorders they bred would scare away 
investors, customers, and new city residents. Manufacturers saw in 
high rents the fuel of worker militancy and in tenement life the cor
ruption of disciplined work habits. Nativists and Whig politicians 
warned that unscrupulous Tammany politicians would exploit ethnic 
neighborhoods to their own advantage by trading drinks for votes.

From the 1830s, commentators had readily blamed riots, disease, 
crime, and immorality on housing conditions; and with the depression 
of the 1840s, the Astor Place riot and cholera epidemic of 1849, the 
citywide strike wave in 1850, and the police riot and demonstrations by 
the unemployed in 1857, editors and reformers asserted the connection 
between civil disorder, epidemics, and housing conditions with in
creased vigor. The imported European concept of “dangerous classes” 
gained currency in popular journals and books. Propertied New York
ers, expressing fear that they were losing control of the city, blamed 
tenants for disregarding the prerogatives of private property rights and 
landlords for abusing them. Conditions in working-class neighbor
hoods, they argued, placed the entire city’s physical, economic, and 
social well-being at risk. And because through voting, through disease, 
through strikes, and through riots, social politics asserted a class geog
raphy that did not respect class boundaries, reform-minded New York
ers began to see a solution to class divisions in housing reform.

As part of the transformation of common law in the first half of the 
nineteenth century, judges had repeatedly weighed absolute private 
property rights against the social needs and benefits of development. 
In the arena of landlord and tenant law, however, absolutism had tri
umphed as the means to entrepreneurship. The contract principle of 
caveat emptor incorporated the ancient doctrine of tenants absolute 
liability for rent and relieved landlords of any obligation to guar
antee the habitability of housing. When the law failed to distinguish 
landlord-tenant relations from general contractual relations, the 
“consuming” city public had no legal means to restrain the mass pro
duction of tenant houses that lacked sanitation, heat, ventilation, and 
structural stability.

In the 1840s, City Inspector John B. Griscom marshaled utilitarian 
arguments to warn that landlords violated the basic principle of a re
publican society by maximizing their own profits at the expense of the 
public good. “A clearer understanding of the relative cost to the City of 
sickness and health among the poorer classes,” Griscom suggested, 
“may be had by supposing a small section, as a court or block of build
ings, containing a given number of inhabitants who are liable to be 
thrown upon public charity for support by the premature death or
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illness of heads of families.” Furthermore, he insisted, inadequate 
housing undermined the growth of the larger economy by producing 
a chronically sick and unstable work force. In order to protect pub
lic welfare, Griscom argued, the state had to intervene in the hous
ing market.®^

Precedent for state regulation of real property already existed indi
rectly in the state’s power to tax and to assess and directly in its police 
power and the power of eminent domain. Positive legislation required 
landowners to pay for public works, and preventive laws established 
minimum standards for building materials used in outer walls and roofs 
in fire districts drawn primarily according to building density. The 
same public authority that supervised streets, sewers, sunken lots, 
piers, wells, and cisterns also monitored the “private” utilities of priv
ies and such “nuisance industries” as bone-boiling establishments, 
slaughterhouses, tanneries, and soap manufactories. City inspectors 
could order the removal from private property of “nuisances” that were 
regarded as public hazards by virtue of their immediate external im
pact but not because they threatened the well-being of occupants of 
the premises.

John Griscom drew on these precedents to recommend legislative 
reform as the key to resolving New York’s housing crisis. “If there is 
any propriety in the law regulating the construction of buildings in ref
erence to fire,” he argued, choosing a particularly sensitive subject for 
New Yorkers, who had suffered more than one multiblock conflagation, 
“equally proper would be one respecting the protection of the inmates 
from the pernicious influence of badly arranged houses and apart
ments.” And he urged that the definition of “public nuisance” reach 
into internal housing conditions: “The power given to a magistrate to 
pull down a building whose risk of falling endangers the lives of the 
inmates and passers-by,” he insisted, “may with equal reason be ex
tended to the correction of interior conditions of tenements when dan
gerous to health and life. The latter should be regarded with as much 
solicitude as the prosperity of citizens.” Drawing an analogy to federal 
legislation regulating the number of passengers on seagoing vessels, 
Griscom argued that the city, too, was justified in putting “an immedi
ate stop to the practice of crowding so many human beings in such 
limited space.”*®

In the 1850s, the merchants and manufacturers who led the Associ
ation for Improving the Gondition of the Poor and the physicians of the 
Academy of Medicine took up Griscom’s recommendations and began 
to lobby the state legislature. But when he had recommended the legal 
abolition of cellar dwellings in 1845, Griscom himself had noted “that
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any stringent measures forbidding the letting of underground tene
ments as dwellings would meet with considerable resistance from 
interested parties as conflicting with their personal rights and 
interests.”*̂  What Griscom did not say was that the “interested par
ties” who resisted housing reform included tenants as well as builders 
and landlords.

Unlike agrarian leaseholders, New York’s antebellum wage-earning 
tenants did not organize systematic political resistance to landlords 
power. Though trade unionists and Irish radicals allied themselves with 
middle-class land reformers in the 1850 Industrial Congress, for the 
most part working-class tenants engaged in the practical politics of ne
gotiating with particular landlords and switching landlords often. Their 
actions within the housing market took on a collective aspect only in
sofar as they prompted new landlord strategies, including the subten
ure system. While such reformers as Griscom attacked the rapacious 
greed of working-class sublandlords, many tenants were sympathetic to 
these community creditors, who, by extending the wage, sustained 
working-class families within the bounds of the legal economy. Then, 
too, tenants well knew that landlords repaired housing in order to in
crease rents. And finally, whereas the strongest proponents of housing 
reform were first Whigs and then Republicans, the majority of city 
tenants remained faithful to a Democratic party that opposed legis
lative reforms.*®

In light of land reformers’ preoccupation with land as a productive 
resource, it is worth stressing that the calls for state regulation of the 
housing market were not aimed at New Yorks landowners, the rentiers 
who stood at the head of the housing market. For it was the very focus 
on tenement landlords (the people who collected rents in order to pay 
rents) and on the small builders who produced tenements that made 
housing reform consistent with the view that the state existed to pro
tect private property rights. Extension of the state’s police power to 
preserve civil order, health, and safety could be ideologically distin
guished from direct state intervention in the economy. So long as hous
ing was treated as a moral and social problem rather than as a political 
and economic one, state action did not fundamentally challenge laissez- 
faire ideology. And when the issue was clearly economic—as vidth in
surance companies’ campaigns for construction standards that reduced 
fire risks—it intersected with a new disposition toward socializing risk 
and limiting liability to further commercial expansion.

If the reasoning that separated the property relations of housing from 
those of land, labor, and credit seems curiously compartmentalized, 
the isolation of housing as a discrete public health and safety issue
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helped mobilize the support of the city’s manufacturers and merchants. 
The antebellum language of housing, which erased its identity as a 
workplace, reinforced this narrow focus and combined with the partic
ular conditions of New York State and New York City politics in the 
1860s to shape the city’s first housing reform legislation.

When housing reformers went to the Legislature in 1856, they found 
lawmakers elected on nativist, antislavery, and temperance platforms 
receptive to their cause. The coalition that within the year would con
solidate into the Republican party saw political as well as social dangers 
in a Democratic city. In 1856 and again in 1857, legislative committees 
conducted fact-finding investigations into the Manhattan and Brooklyn 
tenant housing problem and heard lengthy testimony from medical ex
perts who denounced the indifference, ignorance, and incompetence of 
city politicians on public health matters. By merging the two cities into 
a new metropolitan district, the Legislature technically circumvented 
the issue of home rule. Still, however ready Republican lawmakers 
were to expose and document the extent of the city’s housing crisis 
and blame city politicians, they were uncertain of their power to re
solve it.*®

The first housing reform legislation came indirectly. Commercial ten
ants capitalized on the widespread antipathy to landlords’ “feudal” pow
ers and in i860 secured statutory modifications of the common law 
doctrine of tenants’ liability for rent for uninhabitable buildings. And 
insurance companies joined in lobbying for a series of laws that ex
tended the boundaries of fire districts, introduced new minimum con
struction standards, and established a new city office for building 
inspection. Then, too, reformers’ efforts to move health wardens from 
the (Democratic) City Inspector’s Office to the state-controlled (Repub
lican) Metropolitan Police Department resulted in the creation of a 
special division of sanitary police.^"

The pace of housing reform accelerated following the devastat
ing draft riots in 1863, the renewed threat of cholera in 1865, and the 
ascendancy of the ^ d ica l Republicans, who saw in social reform 
legislation both a means to curtail the Democrats’ power (by replac
ing the offices of city patronage) and a positive program for “Re
construction at Home.” Then, too, in 1865 the labor movement and 
the German press threw their support behind the efforts of the bi
partisan (and anti-Tammany) Citizens’ Association to address housing 
conditions. Although the social divisions that underlay the draft riots 
were complex, propertied New Yorkers continued to express faith 
that housing reform could assuage the class antagonisms that the riot 
had exposed.
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State politicians formulated the issue of housing and public health 
reform as questions of party power and enforcement. In 1865, lawmak
ers created a Metropolitan Health Board, which, like the Metropolitan 
Police and Fire departments before it, removed city matters from the 
hands of locally elected officials and authorized a new system of housing 
inspection. Though aimed at eradicating the physical conditions that 
fed the spread of cholera, to many wage-earning tenants the invasion of 
Board of Health inspectors represented an assault on the integrity of 
their neighborhoods and domestic quarters. And as the campaign for 
housing reform continued, so did the resistance of small builders 
and tenants to measures that threatened to raise construction costs 
and rents without fundamentally relieving the conditions of the hous
ing market.^®

The Radical Republicans’ 1867 Tenement House Act consolidated the 
powers of fire and health inspection and expanded the jurisdiction of 
the Building Department over tenement construction and conversion. 
'The law required the filing of building plans, and it confirmed the au
thority of the Board of Health to inspect tenements and take action 
against landlords for violation of specified minimum housing standards. 
In an effort to overcome the confusion of liability within the citys 
tiered tenure system, the law required landlords and agents to post 
their names and addresses conspicuously in their buildings. But de
spite intense debate over proposals to license subletting and regulate 
tenement density, the reform legislation limited itself to supervising 
the structural elements of housing: the number and quality of utilities 
(one toilet to twenty persons), room dimensions and ceiling heights, 
provisions for ventilation and light, and building materials. These min
imum standards for new buildings were a significant gain. By standard
izing the product, the law also regulated competition within the 
building industry. How city dwellers actually, inhabited the tenement 
apartments, however, depended on the level of wages and rents—mat
ters beyond the purview of law.*’

So long as wages remained low and unemployment chronic, working- 
class tenants had little choice but to crowd or to move. However bad 
the housing, there was little reason to expect its regulation would 
prompt builders to produce enough multifamily dwellings to accommo
date the city’s laboring people at rents they could afford. 'Though the 
law limited the rights of builders and landlords, it did not positively 
defend the rights of tenants. At most it sought to protect tenants as 
members of the “public” from houses that fell down, burned up, or 
fostered epidemics. And after 1870, in part as a result of the party
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and class politics that had governed its passage, many provisions of the 
law went unenforced.**

The principle gained in the first housing reform legislation was an 
important one: the state could set limits on strategies of profitmaking 
sanctioned by private property rights. The old common law principle 
that restrained a landowner from using property in such a way as to 
injure the interests of a neighbor had been effectively recast: the city 
as a whole constituted the neighborhood. And in separating housing 
from other forms of private property, reformers sought to consider its 
distinctive spatial and social attributes and the consequences of inade
quate shelter within a shared landscape. Yet this very separation also 
exposes the limits of housing reform as a solution to the social costs of 
capitalist property relations. The appropriative powers buried in the 
historical construction of “individual” property rights in land and hous
ing, a householder’s right to dependents’ labor, had become class rights 
to the value of society’s labor.

'Those limits could be seen more clearly in one of the nineteenth 
century’s most radical social movements—Henry George’s campaign 
for a single tax on land. In his 1879 Progress and Poverty, George drew 
on antebellum land reformers’ critique of the social monopoly of natu
ral resources to argue that “the great cause of inequality in the distri
bution of wealth is inequality in the ownership of land.” The solution 
therefore was to eliminate the benefits of landownership when it was 
severed from land use, to tax away landowners’ “unearned increment, ” 
the ground rent they collected from appreciating land values. The com
munity created that value through its labors, and no individual could 
claim exclusive rights in the common property of natural resources. 
With a single tax on land, George argued, “no one could afford to hold 
land that he was not using, and consequently, land not in use would be 
thrown open to those who would use it.” ®̂

It was a remarkable critique and program in a nation that had en
shrined private property rights in land as its unique heritage and the 
foundation of republican government. George rejected the call of ante
bellum land reformers for the distribution of public lands through 
homesteading policies. Having spent time in San Francisco, he had ob
served at firsthand the monopolization of western lands by railroads, 
speculators, and mining companies. “Any measures which merely per
mit or facilitate the greater subdivision of land,” he insisted, could not 
offset the “tendency to concentration.” Instead, George called for a sin
gle tax that would inhibit speculation and landlordism and restore land 
to the people who occupied and used it; such a measure would not
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infringe on property rights in improvements that contributed to mate
rial progress.^®

The abolition of rentiers’ right to expropriate social wealth m ground 
rent, George argued, would free capitalists and workers to cooperate in 
the shared project of increasing that wealth. Thus, though he aban
doned earlier agrarian land reformers faith in homesteading, he shared 
their producerist assumptions and analysis of land s benefit to industrial 
workers. If the alternative of independent proprietorship was restored, 
“competition would no longer be one-sided. Instead of laborers com
peting against each other for employment and in their competition cut
ting down wages to the point of bare subsistence, employers would 
everywhere be competing for laborers, and wages would rise to the feir 
earnings of labor.” Furthermore, employers would bid “against the 
ability of laborers to become their own employers upon the natural op
portunities freely opened to them by the tax which prevented
monopolization.”®̂

George brought his program to New York City, and in 1886 he 
formed an alliance between the city’s trade union movement and 
middle-class reformers and ran for mayor as the United Labor Party 
candidate. Few labor leaders shared his optimism that the single tax 
represented a permanent solution to poverty or that the elimination of 
land monopoly would reconcile the interests of capital and labor. Yet in 
the 1880s the cooperative labor movement itself, and particularly the 
Knights of Labor, had moved far beyond shop-floor relations to exper
iment with multi-issue community organizing.®®

George’s mayoral campaign found its institutional base in the inde
pendent political culture that had sprung up in the city’s ethnic neigh
borhoods. As the historian David Scobey has shown, the George 
campaign organized “pledge drives, neighborhood meetings, and 
street-corner rallies . . . supported by informal social networks within 
the working-class community and by the rhetorical traditions of orga
nized labor.” Unlike efforts at housing reform twenty years earlier, the 
George campaign mobilized wage-earning families who saw improved 
housing conditions as only one of the benefits of abolishing land mo
nopolies. And though the insurgent party was defeated, the threat of 
working-class militancy prompted propertied New Yorkers to renew 
discussion of housing reform as a solution to class conflict.

Yet George’s ideas were symptomatic of the larger problem of limit
ing a critique of private property to only one of its forms. By the late 
nineteenth century, rentiers who collected an unearned increment 
were not simply landowners, for land no longer stood at the heart of 
the American economy, and its unequal distribution was not the only
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source of social inequality. A program that captured the landed wealth 
of an Astor or a Vanderbilt left untouched the even greater wealth— 
and appropriative powers—of a Morgan, Rockefeller, or Carnegie. Nor 
would the abolition of property in land affect the power of the stock- 
and bondholders who “owned” the means of industrial production. 
Property relations had moved beyond the family and market relations 
that determined labor’s access to land and housing as resources for in
dependent subsistence. Corporate absentee ownership had “socialized” 
the ownership of capital—and claims on the value of labor—without 
risking the principle of exclusive appropriation. Capitalists in effect 
paid landowners the private tax of ground rent in exchange for the his
torical legacy and legitimacy of private property rights. If George, no 
less than Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, declared that property in 
land was theft, socialists took the argument the next step and called for 
the abolition of all private property.

The first half of the nineteenth century yielded contradictory con
cepts of private property rights within the liberal tradition. On one 
level, the triumph of laissez-faire claims to absolute property rights re
inforced the concept that the state exists only to protect those rights. 
On another, nineteenth-century housing reformers formulated the con
cept of an overriding public interest that justified the expansion of the 
state’s police power to restrain the exercise of property rights that in- 
fiinged on the “domestic tranquillity” of the community as a whole. 
The two conceptions opened the way to the weighing of private inter
ests and public consequences so characteristic of land-use regulation 
today. And in a sense George’s single-tax campaign recovered a third 
tradition of property rights—that of common rights in natural re
sources. New theories of social limits on private property rights have 
emerged when the social costs of exclusive appropriation have been 
felt to be too great. These debates continue as New York Gity once 
again feces a housing crisis.*** In order to address the contemporary 
housing question it is necessary, as it was in the past, to look at how 
the larger structures of property and labor relations have emerged 
and worked together to determine people’s access to shelter. To view 
these relations as having a history is also to see the possibility of their 
future transformation.
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43. Diary o f Michael Floy, p. 81 (Apr. 28, 1834).
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description, quoted in Still, Mirror fo r  Gotham, p. 112;
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merchants’ clerks, are in general miserably furnished. . . .  It is by no means 
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53. New-York Mirror, Jan. 15, 1832. See also, Peter Buckley, “To The Opera 
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clubs. See Diary o f Philip Hone, ed. Allan Nevins (New York: Dodd, Mead, 1927), 
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blen, ed. Max Lerner (New York: Viking, 1948), p. 110.
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see Gilje, Road to Mobocracy, pp. 254-60.
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419-28. In stressing the antebellum decline in parental control of courtship and 
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market. For an exploration of the relation of feminism to the changing ideology of 
marriage in the mid-nineteenth century, see William Leach, True Love and Per
fect Union (New York: Basic Books, 1980), pp. 38-129.

62. Diary o f Michael Floy; see, e.g., pp. 126, 203, 205, 226, 228, 230, 234,
236, 238-40, 242-43; and p. 3 (Oct. 10, 1833) for “women’s business.”
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64. Letters o f John Pintard, 1:164-66 (Jan. 21, 1819), 288 (Apr. 14, 1820), 178 
(Mar. 27, 1819), 173-74 (Mar. 15, 1819).

65. For Louisa’s marriage and arrangements for the house, see ibid., 2:147, 195- 
96, 219, 221-25, 227, 231-32; 4:32. For Elizabeth Brasher Pintard’s dissatisfac
tions, see 3:37 (Oct. 13, 1828), 65 (Feb. 27, 1829), and 134. For another prominent 
New Yorker’s anxieties over housekeeping expenses with a $2,500 annual income, 
see Diary o f George Templeton Strong, ed. Allan Nevins and Milton Halsey Thom
as (New York: Macmillan, i95*)> i;3*4-* 5-

New-York Mirror, Jan. 3, 1824.
67. Ibid., Aug. 6, 1826.  ̂ „
68. The tradesman’s letter is reprinted in Rock, ed., “A Womans Place, pp. 

456-58. Cf. “Women’s ostentation is the ruin of half the tradesmen,” Weekly Mes
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conscious middling audience than the later Mirror, it still disseminated a new vo
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ializing and contemptuous views of women”: Womans Fiction, pp. 22-50.

70. New-York Mirror, Dec. 12, 1819.
71. Stansell, City o f Women, pp. 77-83.
72. James Fenimore Cooper, Notions o f the Americans (Philadelphia, 1833), pp. 

129-30; cf. James Hardie’s observation in his Census o f New York Housing in 1824 
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Floy’s principled rejection of luxury, see Diary, p. 5 (Oct. 16, 1833). For a discus
sion of “consumption” in relation to new class formations, see Stuart M. Blumin, 
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Critique and Some Proposals,” American Historical Review 90 (1985): 318-37.
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the Police office to see that all my widows were suppUed with wood. . . .  A
poor black man who had his ticket for potatoes was constantly shoved off and
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the most degraded Irishman supplied. I spoke rather sharp and asked the man 
that supplied him if he was not ashamed of himself to serve a poor aged man 
thus, altho black. He looked somewhat sheepish, saying, “well let him wait 
until his betters are served.” The black man after many fruitless efforts went 
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that his wife and daughter were sick. I promised to visit him.

One wonders what the man’s fate would have been had he not been a Methodist.
76. Veblen, Theory o f the Leisure Class, p. 144.
77. Asa Green, A Glance at New York (New York, 1837), p. 93; Morning Cou

rier, Jan. 30, 1847.
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1784-1831, 4:667 (Dec. 14, 1807) and 18:11-12 (Apr. 20, 1829), in which a commit
tee argued that there was no precedent for exercising the power of eminent domain 
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New-York Mirror, Nov. 3, 1832; Charles Lockwood, Bricks and Brownstones: The 
New York Row House, 1783-1929 (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1972), pp. 78-81.

25. MCC, 1784-1831, 11:24 (Mar. 13, 1820).
26. BA Documents 2, no. 128 (Apr. 26, 1836): 667; cf. BAA Documents 2, no. 23

(Dec. 30, 1833): 149-53. esp. 151- ^
27. The comptroller was proposing to purchase land adjoining Government 

House: MCC, 1784-1831, 7:556 (Sept. 6, 1813).
28. Durand, Finances o f New York, pp. 16-17. In supporting the city’s $20,000 

investment in filling and l^dscaping Tompkins Square, aldermen noted that “con
sidering the depressed state of property in this part of the city, your committee 
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$200”: BA Documents 2, no. 7 (June 9, 1834): 54- 55- Aldermen also continued to 
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